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Abstract 

 

Microencapsulation of Porcine Pancreatic Islets 

and Its Application to Bio-Artificial Pancreas 

 

Soojeong Shin 

 
School of Chemical and Biological Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

 

Diabetes mellitus is one of the most common chronic metabolic diseases 

which causes various complications. Diabetes is caused by shortage of insulin, no 

insulin secretion, and increment of insulin resistance. In particular, type 1 and 

severe type 2 diabetes patient should be treated by insulin therapy. However, 

excessive insulin injection may result hypoglycemic shock and death. As an 

alternative, transplantation of pancreatic islet has been suggested to control both 

hyper- and hypoglycemia. However, restricted supply of human pancreas and 

pancreatic islet made researchers search for alternative donor source, thus 

xenotransplantation has been introduced. The biggest obstacle of 



 

II 

 

xenotransplantation is immune response after implantation, and pancreatic islet 

blocks part of immunogenicity after encapsulation. In this research, neonatal 

porcine islet-like cell clusters (NPCCs) and adult porcine islets (APIs) were 

microencapsulated using alginate. 

 
After microencapsulation of pancreatic islets, nutrients including glucose 

and oxygen were provided to islets only by diffusion into the capsules so that the 

thickness and size of microcapsule retain the islet viability and functionality. 

Conformal encapsulation of islets has a role of blocking host immune cells and 

antibodies as well as good diffusivity of glucose and oxygen. Both NPCC and API 

were encapsulated conformably without protrusion of islets and their cluster 

maintenance, viability, and insulin secreting ability were significantly better than 

those non-encapsulated islets and largely encapsulated islets. 

 
During conformal encapsulation of islet using alginate, sufficient amount 

of alginate solution is needed for even dispersion of islets, thus empty alginate 

capsule production is inevitable. Empty capsule separation by density-gradient 

centrifugation was carried out since empty alginate capsules and NPCCs showed 

density difference. Percoll density was optimized for higher yield of encapsulated 

islets with empty capsules less than 10% of the total product. Yields of 

encapsulated NPCC and API were 90% of average and 60% of maximum, 

respectively. Viability comparison with manual picking method showed least 

difference until 7 days. 

 
After empty capsule separation, encapsulated islets can be transplanted 
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but capsules dispersed at the transplantation sites and retrieval of 

microencapsulated islet is very difficult. If considering xenotransplantation of 

porcine islets into human recipient, quick and perfect retrieval of porcine islet is 

essential when graft failure occurs. Thus, the structure of maintaining good mass 

transfer of conformal microcapsule and good retrievability was developed. 

Hydrophillically modified poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was prepared and 

histoacryl was evenly coated on it. Alginate microcapsules and microencapsulated 

NPCCs were attached as half-buried and half-exposed state. Gaps between alginate 

capsules and islets were especially minimized, so that dense and monolayered 

capsule attachment on PDMS sheet was confirmed. This structure can be rolled 

with hollow fiber to make 3-dimensional scaffold and it was suggested as 3-

dimensional bio-aritificial pancreas (3D-BAP). 3D-BAP can be applied not only 

for transplantation in vivo but also ex vivo utilization for diabetes patients. 

 
In this study, safety, stability, and retrievability of xeno-islets and 

encapsulation process reproducibility were considered. NPCCs and APIs were 

conformably encapsulated through two-step encapsulation process (encapsulation 

and empty capsule separation) and viability and insulin secretion capacity were 

confirmed. Yields were calculated at each process in order to collect every data and 

confirm the variations. Finally, transplantable device was proposed for perfect 

retrieval. Additional in vivo experiment should be further performed to confirm the 

possibility of xeno-transplantation. 
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Introduction 
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1.1. Introduction 

 

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic metabolic disease which showed high 

blood glucose level (hyperglycemia) [1]. Some patients with severe type 1 and type 

2 diabetes need transplantation of either pancreas or islets for correction of high 

glucose concentration in blood and to prevent debilitating complications. 

Hypodermic injection of insulin is faster and easier way to control blood glucose. 

However, it cannot control blood glucose concentration as constant as pancreas 

does in vivo, which cause lowering blood glucose (hypoglycemia) and death. It is 

also difficult to control complications. Daily insulin injection gives pain and 

decrement the quality of life of the patients [2]. 

 
Pancreas or islet transplantation is an alternative option. Especially, 

pancreatic islets secreting endocrine hormones have been transplanted instead of 

solid pancreas since its portion is only 1-2 % of total pancreas weight [3]. Islets 

were isolated by enzymatic digestion [4, 5] and showed the efficacy in vivo [6, 7]. 

One of the major problems of pancreas and islet transplantation is limited source of 

human donors. More than 2 human pancreases would be needed for pancreatic islet 

transplantation to a recipient due to islet loss during islet isolation procedure [8]. 

 
For many reasons, porcine pancreas can be a substitute of human 

pancreas. The metabolic similarity between porcine and human insulin was 

reported [9] with positive results in vivo [10, 11]. Also, ease of raising pigs and 

short pregnancy period [12] are advantage to supply large amount of porcine 
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pancreatic islets. 

 
The bottle neck of porcine cell transplantation is graft failure caused by 

host immunogenicity. Solutions such as gene modulation of islet [13] and 

immunosuppressant therapy [14] have been tried. Encapsulation of pancreatic islet 

using biocompatible material can be one of the methods to prevent immune 

reaction [15]. Encapsulation is the concept of building barrier around islets to 

protect from the attack of immune cells and molecules. Primarily, encapsulation 

should block direct contact of islets with immune cells and large size molecules 

such as antibodies. Additionally, this barrier should be semi-permeable to uptake 

glucose, oxygen and other nutrients and secret insulin through the capsule. The 

permselective property is the major role of encapsulation barrier. Encapsulation 

using materials such as alginate [16], polyethylene glycol (PEG) [17], agarose [18], 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [19], and stainless steel [20] have been described. 

Small immune molecules cannot be blocked by encapsulation only, so that 

immunosuppressant therapy [21], drug conjugation on capsules [22], oxygenation 

[23] can be applied together with encapsulation techniques. 

 
Conformal encapsulation is an advanced microencapsulation to lower cell 

death of islet core and transplantation volume by making thin film around islets 

instead of large capsule [24]. Laminated alginate barrier enhances the glucose and 

insulin diffusion, which is the important factor for islet survival since passive 

diffusion is the only way to deliver nutrients to the islets. However, exposure of 

islets’ part would be trigger inflammation and islet’s death [25]. Thus, transplanted 
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islets should be covered perfectly with biocompatible materials. 

 
Transplantation method and transplantation site would influence the 

success of the islet therapy. Intraportal injection of islets suggested by Edmonton 

group had shown several positive results as well as supplement points [26]. 

Moreover, porcine islet transplantation could be performed at extravascular sites to 

be safe from graft rejection. Although conformably encapsulated islets would have 

great diffusivity and least volume, they are very hard to find and to retrieve in 

intraperitoneal and subcutaneous sites. Macro-encapsulated islets can be suggested 

as a solution of islet dispersion, but they suffered low oxygen pressure and core cell 

necrosis. Specific conformational structure of bio-artificial pancreas to keep both 

good diffusivity and retrieval should be designed. 
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1.2. Objective of this research 

 

In this research, neonatal porcine islet-like cell clusters (NPCCs) and adult 

porcine islets (APIs) were microencapsulated and attachment of these capsules on 

the biocompatible sheets was investigated. Conformal encapsulation and empty 

capsule separation were performed for least transplantation volume as well as good 

mass transfer by passive diffusion. Capsule-attached structure would support the 

advantages of both micro- and macro-encapsulation. 

 
Conformal encapsulation of islets has been performed using purified 

alginate. Alginate-islet mixture was sprayed through on aerodynamic encapsulator. 

Encapsulation conditions were evaluated and optimized. And from that, it is 

essential to have no islet protrusion. In vitro assessment confirmed the positive 

effect of islet microencapsulation. Yield of encapsulated islets was calculated and 

the yield affecting factors were evaluated to improve industrial feasibility of the 

encapsulation process. 

 
During conformal encapsulation in this system, empty alginate capsules 

were always produced. Removal of empty capsules from encapsulation product 

was carried out through centrifugation in psercoll with specific density without any 

modification on islets. Process yield and in vitro viability supported the 

applicability of density gradient centrifugation for empty capsule separation. 

 
Finally, conformably encapsulated islets were fixed on the PDMS sheet 
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using histoacryl. Sheet-type structure was designed to attach microcapsules into 

half-buried and half-exposed state with dense population. Three-dimensional bio-

artificial pancreas was suggested for stronger device divided into several pieces for 

grafting convenience. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2. 

Literature Survey 
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2.1. Therapies for diabetes mellitus 

 

Diabetes is a metabolic disorder characterized by chronic high blood 

glucose (hyperglycemia) [1]. Diabetes usually caused by insulin deficiency or 

peripheral tissue resistance to insulin, consequently damages various organs and 

developed complications.  

 
Diabetes can be classified into type 1 and 2 according to patients’ 

dependency to insulin (Table 2-1). Type 1 is also called insulin-dependent diabetes 

and is usually due to destruction of beta-cells in pancreas. Insulin delivery is 

essential for living. Type 2 patients suffer defect or shortage of insulin secretion or 

pheripheral resistance to insulin. Mostly, control of diet and weight, exercising, and 

oral hypoglycemic agents help patients maintain normal blood glucose level 

(euglycemia). Some severe type 2 diabetes patients, however, need to combine 

insulin therapy. Here, conventional and upcoming diabetic therapies will be 

introduced. 
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Table 2-1 Classification of diabetes mellitus and their insulin dependencies [1] 
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2.1.1. Oral medication 

 

Before insulin therapy was commonly applied, oral medications have 

been considered. Different from injected insulin, oral glucose lowering agents 

indirectly help reversal of diabetes, so usually type 2 patients choose this therapy 

along with diet adjustment, weight loss, and exercising [27].  

 
Oral antidiabetic agents are classified into 3 types according to their roles; 

improvement of insulin secretion by stimulating β-cells (sulfonylureas and 

biguanides), enhancement of insulin actions (metiglinides and thiazolidinediones), 

and instant reduction of carbohydrate absorption (α-glucosidase inhibitors) [27, 28]. 

Each agent has the merits and demerits during medication, thus combined 

prescription is common by considering side effects shown in Table 2-2. If oral 

agents hardly correct diabetes, direct delivery of insulin can be the next solution. 

 

2.1.2. Insulin therapy  

 

Insulin is an endocrine hormone that lowers glucose contents in blood. 

Purified porcine and bovine islet were injected before the mass production of 

human insulin by synthesis due to their sequence similarity with human insulin 

[29]. However, xeno-islets could induce anti-insulin antibody [30, 31]. Several 

decades ago, human insulin and insulin analogues have been synthesized from 

microorganisms through gene recombination techniques [32, 33]. 
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Table 2-2 Side effects of select oral antidiabetic agents [28]; Sulfonylureas 

(Glipizide XL, Glyburide, and Glimepiride), metiglinides (Repaglinide and 

Nateglinide), biguanides (Metformin), α-glucosidase inhibitors (acarbose and 

miglitol), and thiazolidinediones (rosiglitazone and pioglitazone) 
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Insulin therapy has been considered simple and efficient. It is not 

adaptable to prevent complications and hypoglycemia by precise blood sugar level 

control. Thus, the efforts such as intensive insulin therapy [34, 35] have been 

demonstrated. This method tried to mimic the insulin secretion pattern of normal 

human body, which resulted to partial prevention of complications [34]. Moreover, 

advantages of the intensive insulin therapy were reported for chronic kidney 

disease (CKD) patients with insulin resistance [36]. More than 3-4 times injection 

of insulin should be performed for precise blood glucose level control and intensive 

insulin therapy, thus insulin pump [2, 37] has been considered. Insulin pump is 

composed of micro pump and glucose sensor as an open-loop system.  This pump 

system can automatically and rapidly control the blood glucose level [37]. 

 
First delivery method was through direct intravenous injection, but it 

causes rapid decrement of blood glucose and hypoglycemic shock. Instead, 

hypodermic injection of insulin has been widely adapted. Both intravenous and 

hypodermic injection make patients prick themselves more than once in a day, 

which causes decline of life quality. Thus, non-invasive insulin delivery has been 

suggested [33]. Delivery through oral uptaking [38, 39], nasal mucosa [40, 41] 

transdermal patch [42], and pulmonary delivery of insulin to the respiratory tract 

are among those leading the insulin delivery trends due to advantages of no 

peptidase presence, no immediate degradation of insulin in liver, and thin capillary 

barrier [33, 43].  
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2.1.3. Pancreas and pancreatic islet transplantation 

 

Pancreas transplantation is an alternative therapy to control both hyper- 

and hypoglycemia and to induce constant blood glucose level up to 5 years [44, 45]. 

However, pancreatic islet transplantation isolated from human donor has been 

emerging. Since only 1-2 wt% of the pancreas consist of pancreatic islets secreting 

endocrine hormones [3], islet transplantation instead of solid pancreas implant was 

more effective and less risky due to less immune response and non-invasive 

surgery [8, 12]. Generally, more than 2 human pancreases are needed for one 

patient because islets are lost and viability decreases during islet isolation 

procedure, and finally at least 10,000 IEQ (islet equivalents)/ kg of human islets 

should be transplanted [46]. Such a shortage of human donor caused needs of 

alternative insulin source from other animals [47]. 

 
Most successful diabetes correction has been reported by injection of 

isolated human pancreatic islets through portal vein, called Edmonton protocol [48], 

up to 15 months. After the first report, Edmonton protocols were tried by many 

researchers for islet transplantation [26, 49]. After that, human and xeno-islets, 

especially porcine islets, were transplanted under the renal capsule, peritoneal 

cavity, and elsewhere. using non-human primate models that resulted prolonged 

euglycemia in vivo [7].   
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2.1.4. Stem cell therapy 

 

Major obstacle of pancreas or pancreatic islets transplantation is 

prolonged use of immunosuppressants and essential engineering to remove 

immune response, although positive results have been reported [21]. Xeno-cells 

have been applied due to shortage of pancreas donor, but severe xenograft rejection 

has not been settled yet [50]. Stem cell therapy could be an additional solution for 

diabetes by differentiating stem cells to β-cells and aggregating cells to form islet-

like clusters [51]. Implanting β-cell aggregate would not be efficient way to control 

both hyper- and hypoglycemia. Pancreatic ductal epithelial cells were cultured in 

vitro to form islet-mimetic cell cluster and α- ,β-, and δ-cells in the cluster were 

produced [52]. Insulin dependency was reversed by transplanting islet-mimetic 

clusters, but they also need additional matrices to hold clusters in vivo [53]. 
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2.2. Bio-artificial pancreas (BAP) 

 

Most feasible method without complications would be transplantation of 

bio-artificial pancreas (BAP) [47]. BAP is a device inserting pancreatic islet cells 

with various engineering techniques. Selecting islet donor instead of human would 

be the first for wider applications. Usually xeno-islets from pigs and non-human 

primates have been chosen and additional gene modulation would improve 

viability and functionality of islets inserted BAP in vivo [54-56]. Islet surroundings 

have also been engineered by techniques such as encapsulation, stem cell co-

transplantation, extracellular matrix (ECM) addition, and drug insertion. (Figure 2-

2). These techniques make up the drawbacks of transplantation of bare islets [9]. 

Here, islet source used in BAP, engineering techniques, and transplantation issues 

for successful diabetes treatment were introduced. 
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Figure 2-1 Candidates of diabetes therapy. Bio-artificial islets (same concept with 

BAP) could be treated to both type 1 and type 2 patients [47]. 
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Figure 2-2 Scheme for engineering techniques of BAP 
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2.2.1. Porcine islets 

 

Human islet is undoubtedly the best islet source to transplant human 

diabetic patients, but scarcity of human donor hampered wide application of islet 

transplantation therapy [47, 50]. Among various choices, pig is the most promising 

islet source because of short breeding and pregnancy period compared to other 

large animals and highly homogenous insulin sequence with human insulin [8]. 

Porcine islets transplanted have been applied to human recipients [57, 58]. Even 

though no observation of porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV) was reported after 

porcine islet implantation both in mouse and in human [10, 59], safety and ethical 

issues are still remained. Gene modulation of pig has been suggested to transplant 

less immunogenic porcine islet [60]. Gene knock-out as well as gene insertion 

could be possible for stable functionality of transplanted porcine islet through 

immune suppression, sometimes up to a year [12, 61]. In case of α-1,3-

galactocyltransferase knockout (GTKO), organs isolated from GTKO-pig reduced 

hyperacute rejection after transplantation [62, 63]. Figure 2-3 shows the process of 

using porcine islets in xenotransplantation. 

 
Most frequently used porcine islets were neonatal porcine islet-like cell 

cluster (NPCC) isolated from 1-3 day old piglets and adult porcine islet (API) due 

to its feasibility of easy engineering and good diabetes correction (Table 2-3). API 

is more functionally matured than NPCC, thus direct blood glucose correction is 

possible. Although NPCC is mechanically stronger, but it takes long time for fully 

matured islets [64]. It could be matured both in vivo and in vitro, and especially, in 
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vivo transplantation of NPCCs and maintaining them under hyperglycemic 

condition diminished maturation time [65]. 
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Figure 2-3 Transgenic pigs production for overcoming graft rejection in 

xenotransplantation [12] 
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Table 2-3 Characteristics of pig donors for compatibility with human donors [66] 
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2.2.2. Encapsulation 

 

Encapsulation is the easiest and effective way to protect islets from the 

surroundings [67]. Biocompatible materials are usually used to build size selective 

barrier around islets. The barrier primarily blocks the direct contact of immune 

cells and antibodies to transplanted islets and allows passing of nutrients including 

glucose and oxygen while secreting insulin outside the barrier (Figure 2-2). 

 

2.2.2.1. Micro- and macroencapsulation 

 

Islet encapsulation can be classified into microencapsulation and 

macroencapsulation according to their structure size [9] (Figure 2-4). 

Approximately 1-4 islets are entrapped in one microcapsule with diameter ranging 

from 200 to 2000 μm. Macroencapsulation groups around hundreds to thousands of 

islets in one barrier membrane and its usual size is in centimeter units. The biggest 

advantage of microencapsulation is its good mass transfer whereas 

macroencapsulated islets has limitation of oxygen diffusivity so that they easily fall 

into the hypoxia [68]. Conformal microencapsulation minimizes the volume of 

biocompatible materials to form thin layer around islets consequently maximizes 

nutrient transfer and insulin secretion rate [15]. On the other hand, macrocapsules 

show mechanically strong structure compared to thin layer-formed microcapsules 

because of wider candidates of device shape and applicable biomaterials [68]. 

Additional efforts for formation of chemically and mechanically stable outer layer 
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Figure 2-4 Conformation of (a) microencapsulation and (b) macroencapsulation of 

pancreatic islets 
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have been suggested [69, 70]. The most important issue of encapsulation is to fully 

enclose the islet surface so that whole islet cells could be protected perfectly. The 

use of alginate for conformal coating may cause protrusion of islets [25], but 

another result of perfect conformal encapsulation was also reported [71]. 

 

2.2.2.2. Materials for encapsulation 

 

Materials for islet encapsulation must have a role for both protection of 

immune reaction after transplantation and no graft rejection of material itself, so 

that biocompatible materials have been utilized. 

 
Most widely used for islet encapsulation is alginate, one of Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approved material [72]. Alginate can be obtained by 

extraction from brown algae [73] and by synthesis in microorganism [74, 75]. For 

medical usage, alginate purification is essential since extracted alginate contains 

polyphenol, endotoxins, and proteins [76, 77] and these impurities causes 

inflammation in vivo [78]. Alginate is random block-copolymer with negatively 

charged groups. Two types of sugar units, mannuronic acid (M block) and 

guluronic acid (G block), are randomly assembled and the portion of each block 

affect the crossliking efficiency and biocompatibility. In case of alginate-polylyine-

alginate capsule formation, high G block containing alginate showed less 

biocompatibility due to more binding with poly-L-lysine (PLL) [79], but still, there 

is a debate about the relationship between biocompatibility and M/G block ratio of 

alginate polymer. One of the reasons for wide usage of alginate is easy crosslinking 
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under physiological condition with divalent cations (calcium or barium ion) and 

polycations (polylysine, chitosan, etc.) and finally hydrogel is formed. Any shape 

of alginate solution can be formed, such as various size of droplets [25, 69, 80, 81] 

including conformal encapsulation [24], tubes [82], and sheets [83]. The 

disadvantage of encapsulation using alginate is its low mechanical stability. For 

higher stability of capsules, poly-L-lysine [16, 79, 84], chitosan [85], synthesized 

polymer [86] can be used for covalent crosslinking of surface, and these capsules 

are very stable even though chelating agent is present. Furthermore, core 

crosslinking is also possible by controlling molecular weight of polycation [87].  

 
Another FDA approved material, poly-ethylene glycol (PEG), has been 

applied for islet encapsulation. Contrary to alginate, PEG is a synthetic polymer so 

that additional purification procedure is not required. Moreover, less limitations of 

molecular weight control and introduction of chemical functional group give PEG 

more applicability on biomedical field [88, 89]. PEG encapsulation was performed 

by photosynthesis [90, 91], chemical reaction [92], and PEGylation [93]. Several 

researches about conformal microencapsulation of islets were performed using 

PEG mostly. PEG can be conjugated with extra cell matrix covering islets [21, 94] 

or lipid-PEG conjugates penetrate to cell membrane [95]. Agarose [96, 97] and 

heparin [98, 99] have also been applied for encapsulation. 

 
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) has been widely used as a scaffold of cell 

and drug delivery [100, 101], and it is also used as macroencapsulation material for 

islets [19, 56, 102]. Mesh-type stainless steel has no permselectivity to protect 
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immune molecules, but it can be used as frame for macrodevice of bio-arificial 

pancreas [11]. Revascularization through the stainless steel mesh was confirmed 

after 40 days transplantation and the vascularized device can supply good oxygen 

transfer [20]. Collagen [103-106] could be applied as both ECM and scaffold. 

Matrigel, synthetic collagen solution, has been frequently used due to its 

convenience in shape formation and transplantation. Matrigel® hold islets in vivo 

so it is not dispersed [103], which improved islet viability [104]. Collagen is also 

easily conjugated with stainless steel mesh [11], PDMS [105], and alginate [107, 

108] for macroencapsular device. TheracyteTM is one of macro-devices for 

immunoisolation of transplanted pancreatic islets [109, 110]. 

 

2.2.2.3. Encapsulation technologies 

 

Most simple way of microencapsulation is putting 1-4 islets inside the 

polymer microcapsules by mixing islets with polymer solution and capsule 

hardening. Air-driven method [111], electrostatic method [25], vibration [81] 

(Figure 2-5), and polymer grafting [93, 95] have been adapted for islet 

microencapsulation. Air-driven (or aerodynamic) microencapsulation technique 

controls microcapsule size by air jacket speed surrounding polymer droplet. 

Polymer viscosity, polymer flow rate, air jacket flow rate, and inner diameter of 

outlet nozzle influence capsule diameter [112]. Also, enough distance from nozzle 

output and catch solution make sufficient time for droplets to form spherical shapes 
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Figure 2-5 Nozzle/needle type encapsulation method. (a) air-driven (aerodynamic) 

encapsulation (b) electrostatic encapsulation (c) vibrating encapsulation [81] 
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[112]. Microfluidic device mimicking air-driven system was also reported [113, 

114]. In case of electrostatic microencapsulation, sizes of capsules were primarily 

controlled by electric power between nozzle end and catch solution [115]. For 

encapsulation using negative charged polymer, anode and cathode were placed in 

catch solution and conducting nozzle, respectively. Electrical attracting force pulls 

polymer solution intensively and smaller droplets are formed [25, 115]. Both 

methods are commonly adapted to alginate capsule generation. Vibrating nozzle to 

make smaller capsule has also been tried [81]. 

 
Conformal microencapsulation using alginate was performed under 

aqueous 2-phase system (Figure 2-6(a)) and hardened with either calcium or 

barium divalent ion. Barium alginate coating showed no protrusion of islets having 

more defined spherical shape [71]. Polymer grafting on islet is useful for conformal 

encapsulation using PEG [93]. The end of polymer chain can be modified with 

various functional groups, such as maleimide, fatty acid, biotin and streptividin. 

Polymer grafting is done either on islet extracellular matrix (ECM) or at the islet 

cell wall (Figure 2-6(b), (c)) [93-95, 116]. Conformably encapsulated islets did not 

show large increment of transplantation volume, which was enough to transplant 

with the same way of non-encapsulated islets [17]. Moreover, another end of 

polymer can be modified with another functional groups so that conjugation of 

both drugs and cells is possible [99, 117]. 
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Figure 2-6 Conformal microencapsulation using (a) thin coating of alginate in 

aqueous 2-phase system [71] (b) PEG grafting at islet extra-cellular matrix [116] (c) 

layer-by-layer coating on islet cell membrane [95] 
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2.2.2.4. Oxygenation 

 

Pancreatic islets inside the pancreas do not suffer oxygen deficiency since 

capillary vessels transport oxygen across the islets. Average diameter of the 

isolated pancreatic islets is 150 μm and diffusion is the only way to supply oxygen 

and nutrients to the islets. Core cell necrosis of isolated islets could also occur. 

Moreover, maximum distance between islets and blood vessel should be 300 μm as 

not to induce whole islet loss [118]. Size control of islets by re-aggregation [119, 

120] and conformal microencapsulation may give better survivability of islets. 

Maintaining euglycemia before islet transplantation start their function through 

additional therapy, this would be helpful because glucose consumes oxygen during 

metabolism [9, 65]. Engineering materials and transplantation sites are additional 

methods of supplying oxygen. 

 
Direct oxygen supply was carried out by introducing oxygen generating 

chemicals or cells. Calcium oxide particles were co-encapsulated in PDMS scaffold 

and this scaffold can generate oxygen if calcium oxide is in contact with water. 

This scaffold produces oxygen up to 7 days with sufficient oxygen pressure [23]. 

Co-encapsulation of islets and photosynthetic microorganisms producing oxygen 

with light source was performed [121], although application of this technique is not 

suitable in vivo. 

 
Indirect increment of oxygen pressure in vivo has been tried through 

angiogenesis and revascularization. FGF2 and VEGF are commonly used 
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molecules for faster vascularization [99, 122, 123]. Delivery of angiogeneic factors 

in scaffold induced blood vessel growth and penetration into the scaffold for 2-3 

week. Several devices are transplanted without both islets and angiogeneic 

molecules; it takes more time to grow blood vessel for oxygen delivery [55]. After 

revascularization, islets could be transplanted inside the vessel [20, 124]. Since 

angiogenic factors may induce adverse results on transplanted islets [125], blood 

vessel growth without VEGF would be safer. Instead, exendin-4 can be applied for 

both islet viability improvement and faster vascularization [126].  

 
Artificial bloods, hemoglobin (Hb) and perfluorocarbon (PFC), have been 

co-encapsulated with islets. Single hemoglobin showed toxicity to islet, so that 

crosslinked hemoglobin has been co-encapsulated and viability of encapsulated 

islet was improved [127]. Crosslinked hemoglobin was applied in both 

microcapsules and macro-devices [128, 129]. PFC has been emerged as an 

alternative artificial blood due to its ability of huge amount of oxygen gas storage 

[130, 131]. PFC micro-sized droplets were co-encapsulated with islets and 

enhanced oxygen pressure around islets, finally results to islet viability 

improvement [132, 133].  

 

2.2.2.5. Co-encapsulation of additives 

 

One positive effect of islet-coating biomaterials in ECM is holding fragile 

islets at the core of capsules [91, 134]. Nowadays, co-encapsulation of islets and 

ECM results to great improvement in blood glucose correction. Collagen is most 
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widely used protein which easily mimics the in vivo environment, thus commonly 

chosen as co-encapsulating ECM [105, 107]. Macroencapsulation of both islets and 

collagen was attempted in porous scaffold and more improved islet function was 

confirmed than serum-supplemented islets [105]. Matrigel® can be transplanted 

together with islets and islets were not spread, which causes good graft survival 

results in renal subcapsular transplant compared to transplanted islets without 

matrix addition [104]. These materials support islets as a mimetic matrix, but real 

pancreatic matrix can be used to provide identical in vivo environment to islets. Pig 

pancreatic islets were isolated and only matrix were retained by decellulization 

[135], which may have possibility of semi-xenotransplantation by seeding human 

islets at porcine pancreatic ECM. 

 
Several molecular additives can be transplanted with encapsulated islets 

together for graft success. Glucagon like peptide 1 (GLP-1) was known to improve 

islet cell viability through inhibition of cell apoptosis [136]. GLP-1 was bound to 

the end of PEG and encapsulated together [22]. Exendin-4 is an analogue of GLP-1, 

which improve islet viability, β-cell proliferation in islet cluster, and blood vessel 

introduction [126, 137, 138]. Exendin-4 engrafted alginate microcapsules were 

generated and survivability and insulin secreting ability of β-cell were confirmed in 

vitro [139]. Urokinase were conjugated on outer surface of layer-by-layer film [140] 

and it resulted to degradation of fibrin plate in vitro [141], which implied 

possibility of intravascular transplantation of encapsulated islets. Anti-CD154 

monoclonal antibody conjugation on 6-armed PEGylated islet affected longer 

function of islet in vivo and lower dose of immunosuppressor [117]. 
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Helper cells as well as helper molecular additives have been encapsulated 

or transplanted with islets together. Stem cells were co-encapsulated with islets and 

showed roles of secretion in anti-inflammatory cytokines and activation of positive 

macrophage for islet protection in vivo [142]. Furthermore, co-transplanted adipose 

mesenchymal stem cell secreted VEGF under hypoxia and introduced blood 

vessels around encapsulated islets [143]. Sertoli cells were isolated, co-

encapsulated and transplanted for faster maturation of neonatal porcine islets [11, 

144]. If not, maturation of islets takes more than 4 weeks [64]. Human cells can 

also be used like encapsulation material for better biocompatibility. Human cells 

were bounded on layer-by-layer surface of encapsulated islets through biotin-

streptavidin interaction with maintenance of good insulin secreting ability [145]. 

 

2.2.2.6. Storage and transportation of islets 

 

At the viewpoint of success for bio-artificial pancreas therapy, pig 

breeding, porcine islet isolation, encapsulation, and transplantation at the same 

location are the best to produce fresh islets and direct in vivo delivery of them. 

However, transportation of pancreas or pancreatic islet to other regions and 

countries is necessary. Also, storage of islets without large reduction of viability 

and functionality is essential in the viewpoint of economy and encapsulation 

industry. 

 
Shipment of islets by plane should consider the air pressure, oxygenation, 
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and temperature [146, 147]. Specifically, temperature and pressure fluctuation 

provoked islet cell death [148]. Islets should be kept at 4°C according to previous 

result [149], but optimization is still needed [150]. Surplus amount of oxygen 

during shipment also preserve islets viability [147], thus gas-permeable bag is 

useful [151]. Encapsulation of islet also protect islet from harsh conditions [152]. 

 
Vitrification and cryopreservation are common methods for long-term 

storage of cells including islets [153, 154]. Most of storage results showed better 

viability of thawed islets after vitrification than after cryopreservation due to glassy 

freezing of the solution instead of crystallization [153, 155], even though some 

debates remained [154]. Vitrification of agarose-encapsulated islets showed good 

preservation of capsule, whereas islet viability was only 55% [153]. However, 

another researcher showed more than 90% of viability preservation after a week 

freezing [155]. These vitrification results may depend on the cocktail specificity of 

vitrification solution. 
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2.2.3. Transplantation of encapsulated islets 

 

2.2.3.1. Transplantation sites 

 

 Additional considerable issue after successful islet encapsulation is 

transplantation site selection. Requirements for transplantation site are less immune 

response, ease of transplantation procedure, and guarantee of islet viability and 

functionality [7]. 

 
Encapsulated islets have larger transplantation volume compared to non-

encapsulated islets. In particular, enough space is needed for macro-sized device 

due to its much larger volume and conformation. According to these reasons, 

transplantation at peritoneal cavity and subcutaneous site have been generally 

chosen [17, 82, 156]. Peritoneal cavity supported wide space enough to transplant 

macro-device, but high potential of immunogenicity was expected [7]. Especially, 

microencapsulated islets were dispersed so that retrieval of islet after graft is 

impossible. Thus, islet implantation in omentum pouch was recommended [123, 

124], sometimes with pre-vascularization. Subcutaneous site also provided large 

space, and more than 2 devices can be transplanted at different site [83, 157]. 

Convenience of surgery for transplantation is another advantage of subcutaneous 

implantation. However, less vascularized site could lower the islet viability. Pre-

vascularization using bFGF or VEGF secretion after transplantation could improve 

oxygen pressure of transplantation site [118, 143]. Despite of these limitations, 

long-term correction of blood glucose after subcutaneous islet transplantation were 
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reported in rat and non-human primate model [55, 102, 143, 158]. Renal capsule 

have been commonly chosen for experimental need because of good maintenance 

for islets without spreading and less immune response [158-160]. Conformably 

encapsulated islets can be transplanted similar to the implant method of non-

encapsulated islets at renal capsule, but macro-device cannot be inserted [80]. This 

disadvantageous point is the same to portal vein injection. Additionally, 

intravascular transplantation of xeno-cells such as porcine islets cannot be collected, 

which has ethical consideration of xenotransplantation to human. 

 
Gastric submucosal space can be a good alternative for islet 

transplantation site [103, 161]. Dense vascularization supports high oxygen 

pressure [7]. Moreover, islet can be easily transplanted through laposcopic and 

endoscopic method [161]. Previous result of transplanted non-encapsulated porcine 

islets to pig recipient and insulin independency was observed for a year [103]. 

Additional possibility of micro- and macro-encapsulation grafting should be 

considered. 

 

2.2.3.2. Preclinical and clinical results of encapsulated porcine islets 

 

 Transplantation of encapsulated NPCCs and APIs at non-human primate 

model and human has been tried (Table 2-4). Their functional durations were more 

than several months at least, which is much longer compared to 2 weeks survival of 

non-encapsulated APIs in primate [162]. Most of clinical studies need 

supplementary insulin therapy even though the percentage of insulin requirement 
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Table 2-4 Preclinical and clinical results of encapsulated porcine islets (modified from [7]) 

Year Donor Recipienta Encapsulation type 

& materialsb 

Transplantation 

sitec 

Durations of islet function Ref 

1996 API NHP Micro- (APA) IP 120-804 days [163] 

2005 NPCC Human Macro- (STS mesh tube  

+ sertoli cells) 

SC Up to 4 years 

2 of 12 patients: insulin dependent 

(Graft at 0,6, 36 months) 

[11] 

2005 NPCC NHP Micro- (APA) IP Up to 36 weeks 

(Graft at 0, 3 months + nicotinamide 

 + insulin) 

[164] 

2006 API NHP Micro- (Ca-alginate) KC Maximum 6 months [158] 

2007 NPCC Human Micro- (APA) IP ~49 weeks 

(Insulin requirement reduced 30%) 

[165] 

2010 API NHP Macro- (Ca-alginate) SC 6 months [83] 

2010 NPCC Human Macro- (STS mesh tube  

+ sertoli cells) 

SC 5.7 years 

(Insulin requirement reduce 33% for 

>50% patients) 

[166] 

*a: NHP, non-human primate 
*b: APA, alginate-poly-L-lysine-alginate; STS: stainless steel 
*c: IP, intraperitoneal cavity; SC, subcutaneous site; KC, kidney (renal) capsule
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was low. The functional maintenance may affect capsule stability. Usually harder 

capsule or macro-devices showed longer functional duration. 

 

2.2.3.3. Requisites for successful xeno-transplantation 

 

Muscle [160], bone marrow [167], brain [168], as well as transplantation 

site would be considered as candidates for micro- and macro-encapsulated xeno-

islets. However, safety, stability, and retrievability of transplanted islet should be 

confirmed primarily since not only xeno-cells but also inserted transplanted 

biomaterials may act as antigen in body or cause non-identified toxicity and 

immunogenisity. Perfect encapsulation of islet without protrusion is essential 

because exposed part can be a trigger of inflammation reaction [25, 54, 71, 169]. 

Even though perfect islet coating was performed and barrier showed semi-

permeable capacity, small-sized molecules such as cytokines and nitric oxide freely 

penetrate into the capsules. Thus, gene modulation or production of transgenic pig 

to obtain stronger islet has been suggested [13, 54, 170]. There were reports about 

toxicity of poly-L-lysine [79, 171] in spite of their good alginate crosslinking 

ability. PEG has its maximal size cutoff to excrete detached PEG from grafted islet 

through renal filtration and occasionally caused renal dysfunction [172, 173]. 

Direct delivery of VEFG gave adverse results on islet viability and could activate 

tumor growth in vivo [125, 174]. Co-encapsulated additives should be secreted 

with optimal rate. Such a mechanical and biological engineering on islets aimed 

improvement of islet function and reversal of diabetes, but still, transplantation 
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stability has not been fully considered. In this manner, significance of preclinical 

test on non-human primate model has been proposed for xeno-islet transplantation 

in 2006 [57]. Three years later, international xenotransplantation association (IXA) 

consensus was established and guidelines for clinical trial of xeno-islet 

transplantation were introduced [175]. From now on, safety, stability, and 

retrievability of xeno-islets and bio-artificial pancreas should be widely recognized 

and demonstrated. 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3. 

Conformal microencapsulation of 

porcine pancreatic islets 
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3.1. Introduction 

 

Transplantation of pancreatic islet is the most effective method for curing 

diabetes with improving metabolic control to prevent complications and 

hypoglycemia. Since only 1-2 wt% of whole pancreas are pancreatic islets 

secreting insulin and glucagon, isolation of pancreatic islets from pancreas and 

transplantation of islet facilitates more effective and minimal surgery, like the 

Edmonton protocol that implants islets to the portal vein by syringe injection. 

Moreover, less immune response induces more successful transplantation of islets 

and blood glucose correction. Although with these several advantages, few human 

donors can supply pancreas, which causes long waiting of diabetes patients. 

Xenotransplantation using porcine pancreatic islet has been suggested as a solution 

of lack of donor. Porcine islets cause more immune response due to the 

introduction of different species’ cells into human donor. This is the reason why 

implantation of porcine pancreatic islets is regarded as a supplementary source of 

islet transplantation therapy. 

 
In order to reduce the transplantation rejection and immunogenicity, 

encapsulation has been suggested. Encapsulation is the covering of islets with 

semi-permeable membrane using biocompatible materials. The principle of islet 

encapsulation is to prevent direct interaction of transplanted islets with immune 

cells and antibodies in a recipient’s body, to secrete insulin outside the membrane 

barrier, to accomodate small molecules (e.g. glucose, oxygen and other nutrients) 
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inside the membrane and to elongate islet survival. Microencapsulation of 

pancreatic islet (1-4 islets in one bead) is effective on reducing oxygen diffusion 

distance from islet core to the blood vessel, which reduces islet necrosis due to low 

oxygen concentration. After the first islet microencapsulation using alginate-based 

material was proposed by Lim and Sun [16],  many research studies investigated 

the improvement of microcapsules quality. This method has merit due to the 

simplicity of encapsulation process, but oxygen supply problem still remained. 

Since oxygen is supplied to the encapsulated islets by diffusion, it is known that a 

diameter exceeding 300 μm could cause islet cell death. Also, enlargement of 

transplantation volume of encapsulated islets compared to the non-encapsulated 

free islets are inevitable due to the addition of membrane material. Therefore, 

conformal microencapsulation of pancreatic islet is suggested for effective oxygen 

and nutrient supply to the islets and minimal transplantation volume. 

 
In this chapter, conformal microencapsulation of porcine islets, both 

neonatal porcine islet-like cell clusters (NPCCs) and adult porcine islets (API), 

using alginate as a semipermeable membrane was investigated through 

aerodynamic encapsulation process (Figure 3-1). Also, functionalities of NPCCs in 

conformal capsules (“small” capsules) were compared with non-encapsulated free 

islets (“naïve” islets) and islets in larger bead (“large” capsule) whose average 

diameter was 700 μm. For API, non-encapsulated and encapsulated islets were 

compared through viability and insulin secretion. 

 



 

 

 

4
4
 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Schematic figure of conventional and conformal microencapsulation 
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3.2. Materials and method 

 

3.2.1. Materials 

 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. 

Louis, MO, USA), unless otherwise stated. 

 

3.2.2. Encapsulating conditions adjustment by capsule size 

 

Sodium alginate (Pronova UP-LVG, Nova-Matrix, Sandvika, Norway) 

was filter-sterilized first. After lyophilization, sterilized alginate was solubilized in 

saline solution to a concentration of 1.5-2 % (w/v). Alginate solution was 

transferred using a syringe pump (KDS100, KD Scientific Inc., Holliston) with a 

pumping speed of 135 ml/h in the nozzle of aerodynamic encapsulator (J30 

encapsulator, Nisco Engineering AG, Zurich, Switzerland) (Figure 3-2). The nozzle 

diameter was 500 μm. From the nozzle, alginate droplets were sprayed and allowed 

to harden in a capsule collector via crosslinking in 110 mM CaCl2 solution for 5-10 

minutes. Calcium alginate capsules were washed twice with saline solution. 

Diameters of more than 200 microcapsules were measured using optical 

microscope and average diameter was obtained. 
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Figure 3-2 Picture of J30 encapsulator. (a) Each part of encapsulator. Air and 

alginate solution was introduced from the upper side of the nozzle and alginate 

capsules were sprayed beneath the nozzle (b) Black arrow shows alginate sprayed 

through J30 encapsulator nozzle 
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3.2.3. NPCCs and APIs isolation 

 

NPCCs isolation. One to 3-day-old neonatal pigs were used as pancreatic 

donors. NPCCs were isolated according to previous report [81]. The culture 

medium, Hams-F10 supplemented with 0.5% BSA fraction V, 50 mM 3-isobutyl-1-

methylxanthine (IBMX), 10 mM nicotinamide, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml 

penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin, was changed every 48-72 hours for 7-9 

days before encapsulation. NPCCs were provided by Prof. Byeong Chun Lee at 

Seoul National University and Prof. Curie Ahn at Seoul National University 

Hospital.  

 
APIs isolation. The pancreas procured from a PWG pig (Micro-pig, PWG 

Genetics Korea, Republic of Korea) was placed into chilled preservation solution 

and divided into three parts; splenic, duodenal, and connecting lobes. Each section 

was cannulated for injection and distended intraductally with preservation solution. 

Pancreata distended with preservation solution were immersed into cold 

preservation solution and transported to the isolation laboratory. In the isolation 

laboratory, pancreata were injected intraductally with Liberase PI (Roche, Basel, 

Switzerland) and digestion was performed by a modification of Ricordi's 

automated isolation technique for the pancreatic islet [176]. In brief, distended 

pancreata were divided into three or four pieces and placed into a 450 ml stainless 

steel chamber containing seven glass marbles and a 500 μm pore-sized steel mesh 

screen. The digestion system was filled with HBSS which was circulated through 
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the closed system, and slowly the temperature was raised to 28°C. During digestion, 

the speed of circulation was kept at 200 ml/min and oscillated in a vertical motion 

by manual method (300 oscillation/min). Digested samples (2 ml) were collected 

sequentially to monitor the dissociation of islets from exocrine cells using a 

microscope. When the numbers of free islets appeared to be significant, the phase 

II solution was pumped into the system to arrest the action of Liberase. The digests 

were collected into 250 ml conical tubes that contained 5 % heat-inactivated pig 

donor serum and RPMI medium on ice. The digests were centrifuged at 800 rpm 

for 3 minutes and collected into one recombinant solution within a 400 ml beaker 

on ice. Subsequent to taking two 50 μl samples for islet counting, digests were 

dissolved with 200 ml of bottom gradient solution at a density of 1.114 g/l and 

loaded into the COBE 2991 centrifuge (Cobe BCT Inc, Lakewood, CO, USA). A 

continuous gradient between 1.106 and 1.100 was loaded into the COBE 2991. 

After running for 3 minutes at 800 rpm, the COBE 2991 was stopped and 30 ml of 

gradient were unloaded into 10 prefilled M199 culture flasks. Only the fractions 

with purity over 80 % were collected into T-175 flasks filled with completed 

medium 199 for culture. Isolated APIs were encapsulated within 24 hours. APIs 

were provided by Prof. Sung Joo Kim at Sungkyunkwan University 

 

3.2.4. Encapsulation of NPCC and API using an aerodynamic 

encapsulator 

 

The 7-9 day cultured NPCCs were harvested by centrifugation and 
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resuspended in a sodium alginate solution, resulting in a final concentration of 1.5-

2 % (w/v) in saline. The alginate solution containing NPCC was gently pipetted 

until the islets were homogeneously dispersed. Air bubbles inside the solution were 

removed by centrifugation. For API encapsulation, cultured API was harvested by 

natural sinking under normal gravity for 20 minutes and re-suspended in sodium 

alginate solution by mild pumping inside the syringe to prevent dissociation of 

fragile API cluster at least for 5 minutes. Then the syringe was let to stand until air 

bubbles were completely removed. For the small capsules (100-200 μm of diameter) 

of NPCCs and APIs, previous empty capsule generation method was applied under 

the same conditions. For the large (600-700 μm of diameter) capsules of NPCCs, 

an aerodynamic encapsulating system with an alginate nozzle diameter of 500 μm 

was designed, whose principle was employed for the entire system from a previous 

research [112] (Figure 3-3). Droplets were hardened in the crosslinking solution 

with concentration of 110-120 mM CaCl2 for 5 minutes and washed 2-3 times with 

each culture media. 

 

3.2.5. In vitro assessments of NPCC 

 

NPCCs (naïve, small and large capsule groups) were cultured in vitro after 

encapsulation. Viability and insulin release was determined from the experiments. 

At 1, 4, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days of culture after encapsulation, the viability was 

evaluated by methylene blue staining using an automated cell counter (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA). The encapsulated NPCCs were tested at days 14 and 28 for  
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Figure 3-3 Microencapsulation system for preparing large-sized microbead whose 

diameter is about 700 μm 
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their insulin secretion in response to glucose stimulation. Selected NPCCs were 

sequentially incubated with 2.8 and 20 mM glucose for 2 hours, respectively. The 

supernatants were retrieved at the end of each incubation period and stored at -

20°C. The insulin content in the supernatants was measured by 

electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (Elecsys insulin reagents kit, Roche 

Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). The stimulation index (SI) represents the 

capacity for insulin release and was calculated as: 

  =
       		        	  	          	(20	  	       )         

       	        	  	     	(2.8	  	       )         
									(3 − 1) 

 

3.2.6. In vitro assessment of API 

 

Viability of encapsulated and non-encapsulated APIs were compared by 

AO/PI staining and observed by confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510, Carl Zeiss, 

Inc., North America) at day 7. Viable cells showed green fluorescence, whereas red 

fluorescence represents dead cells. Part of the encapsulated APIs were stained with 

dithizone. Seventy five mg of dithizone crystal was solubilized in 22.5 ml of 

solution composed of 7.5 ml DMSO and 15 ml HBSS, then 100 μl of this solution 

was mixed with 1 ml media containing APIs at 12-well plate. After 10 minutes 

incubation at room temperature, dithizone-stained APIs images were obtained 

uising a microscope. Since dithizone stains viable β-cells [177], the viability and 

functionality of APIs were qualitatively confirmed. For SI evaluation, 30 islets 

were picked at each group and sequentially incubated in the media with 2.8 mM 

and 20 mM glucose for 2 hours, respectively, at 37°C incubator. The supernatant 
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was stored at 4°C until further use. Insulin content in the supernatants was 

measured by radioimmunoassay (Linco Research, St. Charles, MO, USA) for a 

month. SI was evaluated as the same way as NPCC test. 

 

3.2.7. Permeability of alginate capsule 

 

Approximately 100 alginate empty capsules were incubated with 0.1 % 

fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled dextran (FITC-dextran) with molecular weights 

of 20, 70 and 150 kDa in distilled water. After 5 minutes, 20 minutes, 5 hours, day 

1 and day 3 after incubation, the capsules were retrieved and washed three times 

with distilled water. Then, the capsules were transferred to a microscope slide, 

promptly covered with a glass cover slip and then examined under a fluorescence 

microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

3.2.8. Yield calculation after islet microencapsulation 

 

Islet equivalents (IEQ) was counted before and after microencapsulation 

using optical microscopy, with size classified in 50 μm increments (0–50, 50–100 

μm, and so on). Volume factors were multiplied for each specific range. 

Normalized values were defined as IEQ. Volume factors were calculated using the 

following equation: 

      	      =  
      	  	   ℎ	     

150	  
 
 

																																																	(3 − 2) 
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Yield was defined as follows: 

     	(%) =
   	     	                  

   	      	                  
× 100																																		(3 − 3) 

 

3.2.9. Statistical analysis 

 

All quantitative data were subjected to one-way ANOVA, followed by 

Tukey’s test using Prism version 4.0 (Graphpad Software, San Diego, CA, USA) to 

determine the experimental group differences. The statistical significance was 

determined when the P-value was ＜0.05. 
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3.3. Results and discussions 

 

3.3.1. Conformal encapsulation using alginate 

 

Aerodynamic encapsulator was used for conformal encapsulation of islets. 

Generation of alginate droplets through small sized needle or nozzle has been 

widely used for spherical shape alginate gel beads, but addition of air jacket around 

the nozzle outlet gives shear force to alginate solution and produces smaller 

droplets [112]. However, previous encapsulator usually produced capsule with 

larger diameter than the nozzle outlet, which leads to failure on conformal 

encapsulation and produces microencapsulated islets with large dead space filled 

with alginate.  

 
Here, spraying-type aerodynamic encapsulator was adapted for conformal 

encapsulation (Figure 3-2(b)). Rapid air jacket flow produced small alginate 

droplets, whose diameter was smaller than the nozzle opening as shown in Figure 

3-4(a). This encapsulator could generate 100-200 μm of bead immediatelyafter 

coming out from the nozzle although the nozzle diameter was 500 μm. Uniform-

sized capsules cannot be generated through spraying of alginate, but islet 

encapsulation process can be applied because islets with various sizes should be 

encapsulated at once (Figure 3-4(b)). Furthermore, only several minutes were taken 

to encapsulate more than 100,000 IEQ of islets, which showed the possibility of 

mass production of encapsulated islets using this process. 
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Figure 3-4 (a) Idea for conformal encapsulation of islets using aerodynamic 

encapsulator (b) alginate capsule size were similar to each encapsulated islets in 

spite of size variation of islets, scale bar: 200 μm  
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3.3.2. Optimization of encapsulation 

 

Relationship between process conditions and capsule size was confirmed 

only after islet microencapsulation using aerodynamic encapsulator to minimize 

dead space filled with calcium alginate. Capsule size increases by decrement of air 

pressure at a flow rate of 135 ml/h and 2 %(w/v) sodium alginate solution. 

Capsules produced under the condition of 0.10 bar air pressure had closest size 

with the islets (184.0 (±46.1) μm), as shown in Figure 3-5. In the case of 1.5 %(w/v) 

of alginate solution, 0.14 bar air pressure gave the optimal size for NPCC 

encapsulation (data not shown). 

 
Alginate microcapsule generation using aerodynamic encapsulator was 

performed by changing process conditions to control the capsule size. Flow rate of 

both alginate solution and air jacket are the major factor affecting capsule size 

[112]. Here, air pressure was only altered with constant alginate flow. Alginate 

flow rate was fixed at 135 ml/h to avoid harsh shear force that can dissociate the 

islets and to show perfect spraying shape at the bottom opening of the nozzle. 

 
Since encapsulated islets with minimal dead space of alginate have almost 

similar size with the non-encapsulated islets, it has minimal effect on the total 

transplantation volume as well as oxygen supply. Usual microcapsules containing 

islets have diameter more than 500 μm, which enlarge the islet suspension volume 

the 27 times. With such a large volume, finding proper implantation site is difficult 

[15]. Thus production of alginate microcapsules whose size is close to the average  
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Figure 3-5 Average diameters of alginate capsules produced from aerodynamic 

encapsulator. Each group were significantly different (p<0.05). 
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diameter of NPCCs was investigated. 

 

3.3.3. Encapsulation of NPCC and API 

 

The encapsulation of NPCCs in small (100-200 μm) and large capsules 

(600-700 μm and 3-4 islets in a capsule) was performed. The small capsules 

prepared by an aerodynamic encapsulator showed no NPCC protrusion (Figure 3-

7(b)). The conformably encapsulated NPCCs had a thin alginate layer. 

Encapsulated islet groups maintained their shape constantly due to mechanical 

support of alginate capsules, whereas single cells dissociated from naïve NPCCs 

were observed (Figure 3-6(a)). API have also conformably encapsulated similar to 

NPCC (Figure 3-7(a)), even though more dead space in alginate capsule was 

observed due to less-spherical shape. 

 
In the case of conformable encapsulation of islets, incomplete 

encapsulation caused by irregular shape of islets induced pericapsular overgrowth 

and graft failure [25, 178]. It is strongly related with uniformity of islet size and 

spherical shape [71]. Non-spherical islets caused irregular capsule conformation 

(Figure 3-7(a)), and sometimes protrusion of part of islets [71]. In this research, 

cell clusters with larger size than the alginate capsules were not encapsulated, as 

shown Figure 3-7(b). Moreover, larger encapsulated islets may plugged the vessel 

for intravascular transplantation [15]. Secondly, each islet should be uniformly 

dispersed without aggregation between islets in the alginate solution for direct 

contact of every islet surface with alginate and filling up gaps between islets. 
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Figure 3-6 Microscopic images of (a) naïve NPCCs, (b) NPCCs encapsulated in a 

small capsule (100-200 μm of diameter) and (c) NPCCs encapsulated in a large 

capsule (600-700 μm of diameter). Scale bar: 200 μm. 
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Figure 3-7 Conformal microencapsulation of APIs. (a) Average sized islets 

encapsulated conformably whereas (b) extraordinarily large cell clusters failed to 

be encapsulated. Scale bar: 200 μm 
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Because of its viscous and negatively charged property, sodium alginate polymers 

would easily adhere on islets extracellular matrix and form thin layer around them 

[71]. Previous PEG/dextran 2-phase microencapsulation process also utilized 

adsorption of alginate onto the islets [71, 179]. However, insufficient amount of 

alginate solution might cause imperfect islet wrapping with the alginate, which 

enlarged the total encapsulated islet size and disrupt the sprayed alginate solution, 

that eventually leads to nozzle blockage. Thus, less than 15,000 IEQ/ml-of-alginate 

should be mixed for better results of the conformal encapsulation. Additionally, no 

air bubble in the alginate solution is essential, which supported stable alginate 

spraying and uniform microcapsule size. Forming spherical shape without tailing 

of alginate bead was optimized by adjusting the distance more than 15 cm, between 

the hardening solution and the nozzle end. A distance less than 12 cm would not 

give sufficient time for sprayed droplets to make sphere shapes before crosslinking.  

 

3.3.4. In vitro assessment of NPCCs 

 

In vitro viability and insulin secretion ability of each group (naïve, small, 

and large in Figure 3-6(a), (b), and (c), respectively) were observed for 4 weeks. 

The NPCC viability was more than 90 % in all groups at day 1, but gradually 

decreased after a week. NPCCs in large capsule group showed lower viability than 

NPCCs in small and naïve group. This gap increased after 4 weeks. Naïve group 

NPCCs showed 75.67(±1.75) % viability and NPCCs in large capsule showed even 

lower viability, whereas NPCCs in small capsule maintained good viability 
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(82.0(±2.19) %), as shown in Figure 3-8. Glucose-stimulated insulin secretions (SI) 

of three groups were measured in 2.8 and 20 mM of glucose solution sequentially. 

The NPCCs in small capsules (2.67±0.09, 2.13±0.09) showed a significantly higher 

SI than that of the naïve NPCCs (2.04±0.25, 1.53±0.32) and NPCCs in large 

capsules (2.04±0.34, 1.13±0.10) at days 14 and 28 (Figure 3-9), respectively. 

 
Large distance from the surface of encapsulated islet to the blood vessel 

could be a major cause of islet implant failure [180]. Since revascularization cannot 

occur inside the alginate capsule due to nano-sized pore, nutrient and dissolved 

oxygen may be delivered by passive diffusion. Therefore, long distance of 

diffusion gives fatal consequence of hypoxia and lack of nutrient supply, which 

induces islet dysfunction and cell death represented as low viability and SI [181]. 

Several possible solutions were suggested by other researchers, such as co-

encapsulation of crosslinked hemoglobin [129] or oxygen synthetic cells [121], and 

seeding islets into the oxygen generating scaffold, [23] by supplying more oxygen. 

Re-aggregation of islets in the corn-shape scaffold with specific diameter [119, 120] 

is another method for better oxygen supply to the core of the islet, but it still has 

viability and functionality loss after re-aggregation. Most convenient solution 

without any modification to the islet or the surroundings is the conformal 

microencapsulation. In this result, the viability of NPCCs in small capsules was 

44.6% higher than that of the largely encapsulated NPCCs after 4 weeks. Moreover, 

glucose-stimulated insulin secretion of small-sized encapsulated NPCCs was much 

better. Interestingly, non-encapsulated (naïve group) NPCCs showed much lower 

viability as well as SI than those of the conformably encapsulated (small group) 
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Figure 3-8 Viability of the NPCCs without encapsulation (Naïve), in small capsules 

(Small) and in large capsules (Large). N=6 for all groups (P<0.05). 
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Figure 3-9 Glucose-stimulated insulin release (SI) from small and large 

encapsulated NPCCs at (a) day 14 and (b) day 28. N=6. The values with the 

different symbols are significantly different (P<0.05).  
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NPCCs. It would be the loss of the interaction with the extracellular matrix (ECM) 

during islet isolation procedure. Islet- ECM interaction is significantly essential for 

the islet structure formation [106]. ECM may strongly affect the islet viability [182] 

and functionality [134, 183]. Moreover, naïve NPCCs are sensitive to mechanical 

stress, which resulted in single cell dissociation from islets, as shown in Figure 3-

6(a). It is an important factor because mechanical force gives islet consistent stress 

after transplantation, especially at subcutaneous implantation [7]. Thus, the alginate 

encapsulation of islets may contribute to the support like ECM and protect the 

islets from mechanical stress. 

 

3.3.5. In vitro and in vivo assessment of APIs 

 

Isolated APIs were conformably encapsulated by aerodynamic 

encapsulator under the same condition as that of NPCC encapsulation process. 

Their viability and SI were compared with non-encapsulated APIs. A day after the 

isolation and encapsulation, APIs in both groups showed insulin secretion ability 

(Figure 3-11) and maintained their clustering shapes (data not shown). Unlike day 

1 results, every non-encapsulated API lost their clusters and dissociated with single 

cells after 7 days (Figure 3-10(c)). AO/PI staining showed that most of single cells 

lost their viability, whereas encapsulated API maintained both their shapes and 

viability (Figure 3-10(b)(d)). From the Figure 3-10(e), most of encapsulated APIs 

had good viability. In case of SI evaluation, only day 1 result of non-encapsulated 

API was obtained since no API clusters remained afterwards. Encapsulated API 
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showed similar and better insulin secretion compared to day 1 non-encapsulated 

APIs. Dithizone staining result confirmed good insulin secretion and shape 

maintenance of the encapsulated APIs up to 6.5 weeks (Figure 3-12). API 

transplantation results, in mouse model, supported the advantage of islet 

encapsulation (Figure 3-13). Non-encapsulated APIs lost their functions within 7 

days after transplantation, whereas encapsulated APIs maintained euglycemia of 4 

mice for 100 days.  

 
These results strongly supported the necessity of islet microencapsulation 

for API maintenance [152] by holding together to avoid dissociation into single cell 

as well as provide ECM-like boundary around the islets. Several mechanical 

stresses, especially centrifugation for islet harvesting and passing through the 

narrow nozzle were inevitable but these give adverse effect on fragile APIs. 

Although NPCCs have better results than API - in terms of spherical shape (Figure 

3-14), cheaper isolation cost, and convenience of encapsulation processing - APIs 

secreted more insulin in one islets so we can transplant less IEQ of API [66]. 

Moreover, APIs function immediately after transplantation whereas NPCCs need 

additional adaptation time for several weak until maturation [64].  

 

3.3.6. Permeability of alginate microcapsule 

 

Fluorescence labeled dextran was mixed with empty capsules to check the 

permeability of the capsules. As a result, alginate microcapsules successfully 

blocked the penetration of 150 kDa dextrans, while allowing free penetration of 20  
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Figure 3-10 (a)(b)(e) Encapsulated and (c)(d) non-encapsulated APIs were AO/PI 

stained after 7-day incubation in vitro at 37°C. Scale bar of (a)(b)(c)(d): 100 μm; 

(e): 200 μm (Results were supported by Dr. Hye Jung Yeom at Seoul National 

University Hospital) 
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Figure 3-11 Glucose-stimulate insulin secretion (SI) of non-encapsulated and encapsulated APIs at day 1, 7, 14, 21 and 30. N=3 for 

each graph. SI of non-encapsulated API could not be evaluated due to islet dissociation. Statistical difference with non-encapsulated 

API is significant at Day 1, 14, and 30 (p<0.05). (Results were supported by Dr. Hye Jung Yeom at Seoul National University 

Hospital) 
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Figure 3-12 Dithizone staining of microencapsulated APIs after (a) 1 week, (b) 2 

weeks, (c) 4 weeks, and (d) 6.5 weeks after encapsulation. Scale bar: 200 μm 
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Figure 3-13 Transplantation of encapsulated and non-encapsulated API in balb/c- 

nude immune deficiency mouse and its cumulative survival up to 100 days. Islet 

survival date was determined when hyperglycemia (> 350 mg/dl) was observed 

more than 2 times. (This data was provided by Seoul National University Hospital) 
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Figure 3-14 Comparison of 

(a)(c) NPCCs and (b)(d) APIs. 

(a)(b) Before encapsulation and 

(c)(d) after conformal 

microencapsulation. Scale bar 

of (a)(b) 500 μm; (c)(d) 200 μm 
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kDa dextran (Figure 3-15).  

 
It was shown that conformal microencapsulation of NPCCs and APIs is 

comparable to non-encapsulated or largely encapsulated (600-700 μm of diameter) 

islets. However, the most important role of the alginate membrane is to protect the 

islets from the foreign molecules. In this result, alginate microcapsules were 

selectively permeabilized for either preventing immune cells and antibodies (size 

more than 150 kDa) or passing glucose, nutrients, insulin and metabolites (size less 

than 20 kDa) freely, as required in previous results [184]. Indeed, the penetration of 

molecules through the microcapsules was not dependent on the thickness of the 

alginate capsules but rather on the pore size of alginate barrier, which is 

controllable by solution concentration and molecular weight of sodium alginate 

[185]. Although effective alginate immune barrier works, it cannot block the small 

immune molecules like interleukins. Modulation of islets itself [13] or co-

encapsulation of drugs [22, 137] may be the solution.  

 

3.3.7. Yield calculation after encapsulation process 

 

Process yield was evaluated after NPCC and API encapsulation. Yield 

varied from 50 to nearly 100 % and the average was 71.9±18.7 % (Table 3-1). 

Yields were correlated with IEQ in 1 ml of alginate solution and total alginate 

volume. Higher yield was obtained under low IEQ/Valg and higher total alginate 

volume (Figure 3-16). 
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Figure 3-15 Fluorescence microscopy images of the calcium alginate capsules 

treated with (a) 20, (b) 70 and (c) 150 kDa of FITC-dextran. Scale bar: 200 μm 
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The advantages of encapsulation on islets were shown in the previous 

results. The efficiency of islet conformal encapsulation using aerodynamic 

encapsulator was obtained. More than 10,000 IEQ/kg of islets are needed for 

diabetes correction at non-human primate model [83], large-scale encapsulation is 

needed to encapsulate sufficient amount of islets transplanted in one human 

recipient. However, the problem of large-scale encapsulation is the loss of islets 

during the process. Thus, process yield was calculated by counting IEQs before and 

after encapsulation. 

 
Through observation, viscous alginate stuck at the inner wall of the nozzle 

even after the encapsulation process and part of the suspended islets was also 

discarded, which was considered as a major reason of islet loss. Thus, 11 data of 

NPCC encapsulation procedure and 1 data of API encapsulation procedure was 

gathered (Table 3-1). Several factors, such as total alginate volume delivered inside 

the nozzle and number of islets (IEQ) in unit volume of alginate (IEQ/Valg), were 

correlated with the process yield (Figure 3-16). For the exact correlation, data with 

6 ml total alginate volume were picked when observing correlation of IEQ/Valg and 

yield. In the same manner, data with IEQ/Valg of 10,000 IEQ/ml was chosen to 

obtain relationship between total alginate volume and yield. Average yield was 

71.9±18.7 %, but lower IEQ/Valg and higher total alginate volume resulted in 

higher yield after encapsulation (maximum yield was 98.4 %). We have only one 

API dataset, but it followed the correlation tendency in both Figure 3-13(a) and (b). 

Consequently, large volume of alginate suspended with fewer amounts of islets can 

be delivered in the nozzle for greater yield after encapsulation. However, the 
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processing costs of islet encapsulation using alginate and empty capsule separation 

should be considered. These data can give an insight to improve the encapsulation 

process by aerodynamic encapsulator, especially on the improvement of 

encapsulating yield. 
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Table 3-1. Data set for NPCC and API encapsulation experiment. Average yield of 

11 NPCC data was 71.9±18.7 % 

Experimental 

# 

# islet 

(IEQ) 

Total alginate volume 

(Valg) 

(ml) 

IEQ/Valg 
Yield 

(%) 

N1* 120,000 6 20,000 68.3 

N2 133,114 6 22,186 65.0 

N3 123,028 6 20,505 60.3 

N4 50,181 6 8,364 42.4 

N5 118,439 6 19,740 51.1 

N6 18,886 6 3,148 88.3 

N7 58,971 6 9,829 70.8 

N8 124,799 12 10,400 98.4 

N9 49,715 5 9,943 90.8 

N10 59,051 6 9,842 60.6 

N11 41,000 8 5,125 95.3 

A1* 82,758 7 11,823 79.4 

* N: NPCC microencapsulation experiment 

A: API microencapsulation experiment 
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Figure 3-16 Correlation of (a) number of islets in 1ml of alginate and the yield if 

the total alginate volume is 6 ml (for API, 7 ml) and (b) total alginate volume and 

the yield if the IEQ/Valg is 10,000±500 IEQ/ml (for API, 11,800 IEQ/ml) 
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3.4. Conclusion 

 

Conformal microencapsulation of both NPCC and API were performed 

and their viability and functionality were compared with non-encapsulated (naïve) 

islets and largely (600-700 μm of diameter) encapsulated islets. Before 

microencapsulation by aerodynamic encapsulator, alginate capsule size was 

optimized by controlling air jacket flow. In NPCC test, conformal encapsulation 

(small capsule) groups showed significantly higher viability and insulin release 

ability during 4 weeks. In API test, alginate capsules strongly held the APIs as not 

to be dissociated into single cells as well as help APIs maintain their functionality 

up to 6.5 weeks. Also, the small alginate capsules were confirmed having effective 

permselectivity for both blocking large immune cells and passing through the 

insulin and nutrients. Finally, yield determining factors during conformal 

microencapsulation were correlated. 

 
Most important issue of conformal encapsulation is no part protrusion of 

the islets, which causes inflammatory responses in vivo. Irregular shape and large 

size difference caused imperfect encapsulation, thus uniformity of islet morphology 

greatly affected the capsule quality. Charge interaction between islet surface and 

alginate polymer as well as high viscosity of alginate solution made a thin coating 

of alginate on the islets. Sufficient amounts of alginate solution and proper mixing 

may improve their interactions. Air bubble in the solution would affect spraying 

quality, thus bubble removal after mixing should be done. Finally, spraying 
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distance was adjusted, which give enough time for alginate droplet to form 

spherical shape. 

 
Consequently, in vitro and in vivo results show that conformal 

microencapsulation gives islets the possibility of long-term functionality and 

survivability. However, these did not clearly show the entire effect of encapsulation. 

Further long-term studies of stability, viability, and insulin secretion capacity can 

be performed for helper gene (such as HO-1 and SOD) inserted and encapsulated 

islets in vitro, which would support the success of porcine islet transplantation in 

vitro. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4. 

Empty capsule separation after conformal 

microencapsulation of pancreatic islets 
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4.1. Introduction 

 

In chapter 3, the conformal microencapsulations of NPCCs and APIs were 

prepared and they have better viability and insulin secretion ability compared to the 

non-encapsulated islets. One of important points for good conformal encapsulation 

is no islets protrusion, which can trigger inflammation around the capsules after 

transplantation. Thus, thorough mixing of sodium alginate solution and islets as 

well as enough amount of alginate solution should be considered. Removal of air 

bubbles after mixing is essential for stable spraying at the end of the nozzle using 

the aerodynamic encapsulator. Also, too large ratio of IEQ to the volume of 

alginate solution induced not only imperfect contact of islet surface with alginate 

solution but also unstable spraying and nozzle blockage. Due to these reasons, 

enough amounts of islets were mixed without bubbles and introduced inside the 

encapsulator nozzle in all experimental investigations. However, it always 

produces empty capsules during microencapsulation, which is inevitable for 

alginate microencapsulation process. Its total volume is more than 10 times larger 

compared to the volume of non-encapsulated islets themselves. Transplantation of 

encapsulation product, composed of conformably encapsulated islets and empty 

microcapsules, directly to the recipient results to narrow candidates of 

transplantation site. 

 
In this manner, empty capsule isolation and selection of only encapsulated 

islets are significant. In both cases of the microencapsulation of islets with large 
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diameter (600-700 μm) and the conformal encapsulation, empty capsules are 

always produced if alginate is used as an encapsulation material. So, some 

researchers tried to separate encapsulated islets only from the swamped alginate 

capsules by conjugating magnetic nanoparticle at the surface of the islets before 

microencapsulation. Although it would be very efficient (more than 90 %) for 

separation, removal of magnetic particle after encapsulation is almost impossible 

and it has a potential to induce adverse effects after transplantation to recipient, 

especially to humans. 

 
Here, empty alginate capsules removal was carried out to reduce the total 

volume of the encapsulation product. Distinct from the reported method, no direct 

modification to the islet was done. Instead, encapsulated islets and empty alginate 

capsules were separated by the difference of their densities (Figure 4-1). To make 

solutions with specific density, percoll was used as density gradient solution. 

Results of empty capsule isolation efficiency and in vitro viability of islets 

supported the possibility of density-gradient centrifugation method. 
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4
 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Idea for empty capsules separation after microencapsulation using density-gradient centrifugation 
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4.2. Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1. Materials 

 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. 

Louis, MO, USA), unless otherwise stated. 

 

4.2.2. Microencapsulation of NPCCs /APIs and empty alginate 

capsules preparation 

 

Islets (NPCC/API) were kindly given by Seoul National University 

Hospital and Sungkyunkwan University, respectively. Conformal micro-

encapsulation of NPCCs/APIs and empty alginate capsules generation followed 

same method explained at chapter 3.  

 

4.2.3. Preparation of percoll solution 

 

Percoll® (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) solution was prepared by dilution 

to specific densities. Ten to fifty ml of percoll, 10 ml of filter-sterilized 20× 

solution, and 10 ml of antibiotics (for API) or penicillin-streptomycin (for NPCC) 

(both from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were mixed and distilled water was 

added to a total volume of 1 L. The 20× solution was composed of 5 M sucrose and 
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36 mM CaCl2 for high density percoll (d=1.03–1.10 g/ml) and 300 mM NaCl and 

36 mM CaCl2 for low density percoll (d=1.005–1.03 g/ml). Final percoll densities 

were measured by a densimeter (DA-130N, Kyoto Electronics, Kyoto, Japan) at 

room temperature. 

 

4.2.4. Confirmation of NPCC and alginate capsule densities  

 

NPCC and alginate densities were measured by centrifugation in various 

percoll solutions. For this test, 7-14 day cultured NPCCs and small sized (100-300 

μm of diameter) alginate microcapsules cultured for more than 24 hours in the 

saline with 3.3 mM of CaCl2 were prepared. Ten milliliters of diluted percoll was 

added to 1 ml solution with 500–1000 IEQ of NPCCs in 15 ml conical tubes, and 

approximately 1000 alginate microcapsules were carefully placed at the top of the 

percoll without mixing. The tubes were centrifuged at 100 ×g for 30 min. Alginate 

capsules were cultured in 0.9 % NaCl solution supplemented with 3.3, 2.2, 1.1, and 

0.55 mM CaCl2. Similarly, alginate was mixed with diluted percoll solution and 

centrifuged at 500 ×g for an hour. In both tests, three particle states (‘Floated’, 

‘Spread’, and ‘Sunk’) of islets and alginate capsules were defined according to 

their location in a conical tube (Figure 4-2). Particle density was defined as the 

percoll density in which the particles changed from ‘Floated’ to ‘Spread’. 
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Figure 4-2 Location of particles after density-gradient centrifugation in percoll. 

Three states, ‘Floated’, ‘Spread’, and ‘Sunk’, were defined according to particles 

density. Each state was defined by the difference between particle density (ρp) and 

percoll density (ρs) 
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4.2.5. Separation of empty alginate capsules 

 

The encapsulation product (mixture of microencapsulated NPCCs/APIs 

and empty alginate capsules) was separated in percoll solution. NPCC 

encapsulation product was first used for optimization of percoll density. Five ml of 

four different densities of percoll (1.012, 1.013, 1.014, 1.015 g/ml) were prepared 

in the conical tube and 0.5 ml of media suspended NPCC encapsulation product 

were placed. Tubes were centrifuged at 200 ×g for 5 minutes at 25°C. Particles in 

the ‘Sunk’ and ‘Floated’ state were harvested and washed three times with Ham’s 

F10 medium. Final products were observed using optical microscopy. In the same 

manner, empty capsules were also separated from API encapsulation product. 

Empty capsule separation after API microencapsulation was performed using only 

1.013 and 1.014 g/ml of percoll. M199 culture media was used instead of Ham’s 

F10 and centrifugation conditions were the same as in the case of NPCC 

experiment. 

 

4.2.6. Yield of empty capsule separation  

 

Microencapsulated NPCCs/APIs were counted before and after empty 

capsule separation. Islet diameter was measured using optical microscopy, with 

size classified in 50 μm increments (0–50, 50–100 μm, and so on). Volume factors 

were multiplied for each specific range. Normalized values were defined as IEQ. 

Volume factors were calculated using the equation below: 
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      	      =  
      	  	   ℎ	     

150	  
 
 

																																																	(4 − 1) 

 
Yield was defined as follows: 

     	(%) =
   	     	     	       	          

   	      	     	       	          
× 100																						(4 − 2) 

 

4.2.7. In vitro viability 

 

Viability comparison of encapsulated NPCCs after centrifugation and 

manual selection to separate empty capsules was investigated. Manual selection 

means that encapsulated islets were selected using a micropipette through 

microscopic observation. One hundred encapsulated NPCCs in each group were 

picked and re-suspended into 1 ml of Ham’s F10 medium in 12-wall plate. After 

adding 100 μl of Cell Counting Kit-8 reagent (Dojindo Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan), 

absorbance was measured at 450 nm after 4 hours incubation at 37°C. These 

encapsulated islets were re-harvested after thorough washing with culture media 

and cultured until next CCK-8 evaluation. This test was performed on day 1, 4, and 

7, respectively. For encapsulated APIs, dithizone staining was performed. Seventy 

five mg of dithizone crystal was solubilized in 22.5 ml solution composed of 7.5 ml 

DMSO and 15 ml HBSS, then 100 μl of this solution was mixed with 1 ml media 

containing APIs in 12-well plate. 
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4.3. Results and discussion 

 

4.3.1. Density difference confirmation of NPCCs and alginate 

microcapsules 

 

Each sample was centrifuged in the various percoll densities and the 

locations of the particles were observed. Gradual decrease of percoll density 

changed NPCC states from ‘Floated’ to ‘Spread’ then eventually from ‘Spread’ to 

‘Sunk’ at densities 1.060 and 1.045 g/ml, respectively. For alginate microcapsule, 

‘Floated’ state was changed to ‘Spread’ and ‘Sunk’ under the density range of 1.040 

to 1.030 g/ml of percoll. According this result, the densities of NPCCs and alginate 

capsules were 1.060 and 1.040 g/ml, respectively (Table 4-1). 

 
Before empty capsule separation, density difference of NPCCs and 

alginate microcapusles had to be confirmed to assess whether centrifugation in 

percoll is suitable for separating empty capsules. Three particle states were noted as 

‘Floated’, ‘Spread’, and ‘Sunk’ (Figure 4-2) using this approach. Islets and alginate 

capsules in a ‘Floated’ state surface at the upper part of the solution due to its lower 

particle density (ρp) compared with the density of percoll solution (ρs). Particles 

that started to settle are those in a ‘Spread’ state, as ρs becomes similar to ρp. 

Finally, particles are in a ‘Sunk’ state if ρp is larger than ρs. Based on these criteria, 

particle density was determined as the percoll density when the state changed from 

‘Floated’ to ‘Spread’. However, the concept on defining the particle density (ρp) is  
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Table 4-1 NPCCs and alginate microcapsules were centrifuged in percoll with 

densities ranging from 1.070 to 1.030 g/ml. Particle densities were defined as the 

percoll density at the point when the state changes from ‘Floated’ to ‘Spread’. 

Percoll density 

[g/ml] 

Status 

NPCC Alginate capsule 

1.070 Floated Floated 

1.065 Floated Floated 

1.060 Spread Floated 

1.055 Spread Floated 

1.050 Spread Floated 

1.045 Sunk Floated 

1.040 Sunk Spread 

1.035 Sunk Spread 

1.030 Sunk Sunk 

Particle density 

[g/ml] 
1.060 1.040 
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limited due to its changeable property by centrifugation conditions such as speed, 

time, and temperature. That is, particle density is not an absolute value. We only 

used the defined ρp value to compare density differences between NPCCs and 

empty capsules and to optimize density-gradient centrifugation. 

 

4.3.2. Density difference of empty capsules incubated under 

various calcium ion concentrations 

 

Optimal calcium ion concentration in 24 hours cultures after islet 

encapsulation was evaluated, which was used to stabilize calcium-crosslinked 

alginate. After incubating alginate microcapsules in saline with 3.3 down to 0.55 

mM CaCl2, the state changed from ‘Floated’ to ‘Spread’ in percoll was different for 

each test group (Table 4-2). Alginate capsules incubation in saline with lower 

CaCl2 concentration induced a reduction of empty capsule density. 

 
A minimal amount of alginate is present in conformably encapsulated 

islets, it could be assumed that the microencapsulated islet approximate the density 

of NPCCs rather than the empty alginate capsules. Although alginate 

microcapsules and NPCCs were exhibited having different densities, enlargement 

of density gap is needed since the final goal is to separate the empty capsules from 

microencapsulated islets. 

 
Alginate was first crosslinked in 110-120 mM CaCl2, which is an 

extremely high calcium ion concentration than is present in culture media. So,  
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Table 4-2 Alginate capsule density measured after incubation in various CaCl2 

concentrations. The percoll density in which alginate capsules started to spread was 

defined as the alginate microcapsule density. 

Percoll density 

[g/ml] 

CaCl2 concentration added in saline 

[mM]  

0.55 1.1 2.2 3.3 

1.052  Floated Floated Floated Floated 

1.049  Floated Floated Floated Floated 

1.047  Floated Floated Floated Floated 

1.044  Floated Floated Floated Spread 

1.040  Floated Floated Spread Spread 

1.037  Floated Spread Spread Spread 

1.034  Spread Spread Spread Sunk 

Particle density 

[g/ml] 
1.034 1.037 1.040  1.044 
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calcium bounded in alginate polymer would be partially dissolved into culture 

media, suggesting that lower calcium content in alginate may make alginate 

microcapsules lose their immune barrier functionality. Previous studies suggested 

that media containing 1.8 mM CaCl2 did not cause capsules to swell and they were 

able to maintain their function [158]. Consequently, encapsulation products 

incubated overnight in culture media containing 1.8 mM calcium ion would be best 

for empty capsule separation and functional maintenance. 

 

4.3.3. Optimization of percoll density for empty capsule 

separation 

 

Percoll density optimization was done first using NPCC encapsulation 

product. Both empty capsules and encapsulated NPCCs settled at the bottom after 

centrifugation in 1.012 g/ml percoll (data not shown). Results on changing percoll 

density from 1.013-1.015 g/ml after centrifugation are presented in Figure 4-3. 

Consequently, best separation was observed at 1.014 g/ml. No encapsulated 

NPCCs were observed at ‘Spread’ state at 1.013 g/ml percoll density, but empty 

capsules were not removed efficiently. In case of 1.015 g/ml percoll density, empty 

capsules were rarely observed at ‘Sunk’ state, whereas NPCCs remained floated. 

The final product after empty capsule separation has less than 10 % of empty 

capsules (Figure 4-4(c)). The same condition was applied to API encapsulation 

products. Since API has irregular shape and size compared to NPCCs (Figure 4-

5(a)), more dead space after microencapsulation was observed.  
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Conformably encapsulated NPCCs and APIs contained large portion of 

empty alginate capsules, which represented huge increment of the total 

implantation volume. Major problem of empty capsule separation here was 

optimizing the separation process while minimizing encapsulated islets loss. 

Finally, empty capsules were removed and less than 10% of empty capsule 

remained. No alginate membranes were peeled off from islets during the 

centrifugation process since every buffers including diluted percoll contained 1.8 

mM of CaCl2, which chemically stabilized alginate structure. Moreover, 

centrifugation condition was similar or lower than the speed of NPCC harvesting, 

which minimize islet damage by mechanical stress. 

 
Compared to the NPCCs, encapsulated APIs contained more dead spaces 

in the capsules. The density of encapsulated API became lower and approached that 

of the empty capsules, which would be one of the reasons why APIs smaller than 

100 μm in diameter were not present in the final product. Fragile property of 

isolated API may cause break down of small API clusters and remained as larger 

islets. Comparison of NPCC and API encapsulation product reveals the importance 

of uniform islet size and spherical shape again. Nevertherlss, low numbers of 

empty capsules were also observed at harvested APIs after empty capsule 

separation in percoll. 
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Figure 4-3 The centrifugation results of (a)(c)(e) ‘Sunk’, and (b)(d)(f) ‘Spread’ 

states. The encapsulated products were centrifuged in percoll with densities of (a)(b) 

1.013 g/ml, (c)(d) 1.014 g/ml, and (e)(f) 1.015 g/ml at 200 ×g for 5 minutes. The 

best result was obtained with the 1.014 g/ml percoll density. Scale bars: 500 µm 
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Figure 4-4 (a) NPCCs before microencapsulation, (b) encapsulation product, and (c) 

encapsulated NPCCs after empty capsule separation in 1.014 g/ml percoll. Scale 

bars: 200 µm
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Figure 4-5 (a) API before 

encapsulation, (b) encapsulation 

product, and (c)(d) encapsulated 

API after empty capsule 

separation at 1.014 g/ml percoll. 

Scale bar: (a)(b)(c) 500μm; (d) 

200 μm 
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4.3.4. Yield of NPCCs/APIs after empty capsule separation 

 

Encapsulation followed by separation of empty capsules was performed. 

First, expected factors affecting the yield were number of conical tubes as well as 

the number of tubes per unit volume of encapsulation product. Seven empty 

capsule separation processes were performed using NPCC encapsulation product. 

No significant correlation between these factors and yield was observed (Figure  

4-6). Average yield from seven experiments was 97(±6.3) % (Table 4-3). API 

showed large variation depending on the quality of isolated API. The final yield 

(IEQ after empty capsule separation / IEQ before encapsulation varied from 10 % 

(Figure 4-7(b)) to 60 % (Figure 4-7(a)). 

 
Yield of the encapsulated NPCC represented nearly no loss of islets 

during empty capsule separation. Average yield of 97 % is similar to the yield from 

magnetic separation method [186], which supported the advantage of non-

modification of islets without large difference of process yield. However, yield of 

encapsulated API was lower than 60 %. Losses from encapsulation process were 

independent to the islet type, shown at chapter 3. The major factor for NPCC loss 

was alginate viscous property which stuck to the inner surface of the nozzle, 

whereas more API was lost from empty capsule separation. First of all, more 

alginate filled with API capsules caused reduction in density gap between 

encapsulated API and alginate capsules, and less efficient empty capsule separation 

occurred. Additionally, NPCC and API may have different density. In usual cases, 

NPCC was encapsulated after 7 days of culture, and NPCCs became more  
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Table 4-3 Yield of encapsulated NPCCs after empty capsule separation. N=7; 

average process yield = 97(±6.3) %. Empty capsules were remained less than 10 % 

of final product for all experiments. 

Experimental 

# 

NPCC 

[IEQ] 

# tubes  

[ea*] 

# tubes / 

Volume of product 

[ea/ml] 

Yield after  

process [%] 

#1 86524 69 11.5 97 

#2 74186 68 11.3 102 

#3 21277 70 11.7 99 

#4 16676 58 9.7 99 

#5 41751 68 11.3 99 

#6 122802 88 7.3 101 

#7 35785 67 11.2 84 

Average yield 97 (±6.3) 

* Number of conical tube 
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Figure 4-6 No correlation between number of conical tubes used per 1 ml of 

product and yield. 
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Figure 4-7 Photographs of API encapsulation product before empty capsule 

separation. (a) More islet clusters and almost no single cells whereas (b) only few 

islet clusters, usually less than 100 μm of diameter, and abundant single cells 

showed large difference of the total yield: (a) 60 %; (b) 10 %  
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spherical and denser during cultivation. On the other hand, API started to lose their 

viability and clustering shapes right after the isolation from the pancreas. Due to its 

fragility, encapsulation of API was performed within 24 hours after isolation, but 

bare APIs could be easily affected by temperature and oxygenation during 

transportation [146, 148], which accelerates islet cluster dissociation lowering 

density. More tight encapsulation to reduce dead space of the capsules, 

encapsulation immediately after isolation, and maintaining 30~37°C throughout the 

process may improve the final yield of API microencapsulation. 

 

4.3.5. In vitro viability after empty capsule separation 

 

Encapsulated NPCC viability after the separation of empty capsules by 

density-gradient centrifugation was compared with viability of islets selected 

manually (Figure 4-8). Viability right after centrifugation separation was 100 %. 

Manually selected encapsulated islets maintained their viability up to 7 days, 

whereas centrifuged encapsulated islets exhibited a slight decrease in viability. 

Consequently, 90 % of islet cells survived for up to 7 days. Encapsulated APIs after 

density-gradient centrifugation were stained with dithizone (Figure 4-9) and 

showed viability maintenance. 

 
NPCC viability following density-gradient centrifugation decreased after 

7 days but remained higher than 90 %. Since the number of encapsulated islets 

needed to correct hyperglycemia is at least 2,000 IEQ of NPCCs in a mouse model 
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[65, 187] and 15,000 IEQ/kg of APIs or 20,000 IEQ/kg of NPCCs for a non-human 

primate model [158], manual selection was considered to be too laborious to select 

huge amount of islets. Furthermore, manually selected product may include more 

empty capsules than product obtained by density-gradient centrifugation if a human 

selector is not technically trained. Therefore, density-gradient centrifugation was 

more adaptable for removing large amounts of empty capsules from encapsulation 

product even if 10 % were reduced from its viability. This final product can be 

transplanted immediately after processing. To fully assess the toxicity of the 

process, the in vitro viability and glucose correction of NPCCs and APIs should be 

checked.  
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Figure 4-8 CCK-8 assay results of encapsulated NPCCs after manual selection and 

density-gradient centrifugation in percoll on day 1, 4, and 7 after micro-

encapsulation. The viability after density gradient centrifugation remained at 95 % 

compared with that after manual selection at day 7. 
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Figure 4-9 Dithizone staining right after empty capsule separation by density-

gradient centrifugation. Most of the clusters were red-stained, which revealed 

viable APIs. Scale bar: 500 μm 
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4.4. Conclusion 

 

Empty alginate capsules were separated by density-gradient centrifugation 

method in diluted percoll. This process reduced the final product volume by 

removing useless empty capsules. Centrifugation under specific density of percoll 

was suggested based on the density difference between NPCCs and alginate 

microcapsules. Percoll density was optimized not only to minimize empty capsules 

but also to maximize the portion of encapsulated islets. Average yield after empty 

capsule separation in NPCC was 97 %, which suggests that this separation method 

is suitable for large-scale separation process in order to prepare enough 

encapsulated islets for transplantation into one recipient. Final yield of API 

encapsulation was 60 %, and its lower yield was mainly caused by larger dead 

space in API containing capsules and fragile API property. In vitro viability tests of 

encapsulated NPCCs and APIs indicated less adverse effect due to the 

centrifugation process or percoll toxicity. 

 
The density-gradient centrifugation-based empty capsule separation 

process washed out not only empty capsules but also imperfectly encapsulated 

islets such as islets with no conformal encapsulation, in which the final product 

contains more uniform-sized encapsulated islets. This separation process can be 

applied after single cell encapsulation to select capsules containing specific 

numbers of cells by changing the percoll density and centrifugation conditions.

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5. 

Attachment of alginate microcapsules on a 

scaffold for perfect retrieval and suggestion 

of 3-dimensional Bio-Artificial Pancreas 

(3DBAP) 
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5.1. Introduction 

 

Porcine islets are usually chosen due to its reproducibility. However, they 

cause more immunogenesity in human recipients than islets isolated from human. 

In this manner, safety, stability, and retrievability of islet transplantation are the 

most essential issues than islet functionality. Complete (100 %) retrieval of 

microencapsulated islets in human body is nearly impossible. Perfect retrieval after 

transplantation of porcine pancreatic islets to human patients is essential if 

abnormal symptoms are observed in spite of encapsulation. Macroencapsulation 

can be one of the solutions, but the capability of macroencapsulated islets for blood 

glucose level correction is still questionable. 

 
In this chapter, empty alginate microcapsules were attached to PDMS 

sheets and showed the possibility to combine advantages of micro- and 

macroencapsulation by simultaneously providing good mass transfer and perfect 

retrieval. PDMS sheets were first modified with a hydrophilic surface to allow 

coating by histoacryl. After surface modification with a two-step plasma treatment 

(TSPT), alginate microcapsules were attached on histoacryl coated PDMS. The 

alginate microcapsule-attached PDMS sheet was evaluated whether it able to stably 

hold encapsulated cells and islets in the appropriate site. Additionally, 3-

dimensional bio-artificial pancreas (3DBAP) was suggested for reducing 

transplantation area and improving physical strength.  



 

 

 

1
1
1
 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Schematic figure of microcapsule-attached PDMS and suggested shape of 3-dimensional bio-artificial pancreas (3DBAP) 

by rolling the PDMS sheets as a spiral. 
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5.2. Materials and Methods 

 

5.2.1. Materials 

 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. 

Louis, MO, USA), unless otherwise stated. 

 

5.2.2. Microencapsulation of NPCCs and empty alginate capsules 

preparation 

 

NPCCs were kindly given by from Seoul National University Hospital. 

Conformal microencapsulation of NPCCs followed same method explained at 

chapter 3.  

 

5.2.3. Modification of PDMS surface 

 

PDMS (Sylgard® 184 silicon elastomer, Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) 

sheets were prepared first. Ten grams of PDMS monomer were mixed with the 1 g 

hardener and the resulting mixture was degassed. The mixture was placed in a Petri 

dish with a thickness of 1 mm then hardened for 2 hours in a 60°C incubator. The 

solid PDMS was cut to the desirable size. Plasma treatment of the PDMS surface 

followed the previously described procedure [188]. PDMS sheets (1×1 cm2) were 
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pre-treated with oxygen gas plasma (PlasmaFlo® PDC-32G, Harrick Plasma, USA) 

for 35 seconds, rinsed with ethanol for 30 minutes and dried for 30 minutes. 

Various ratios of acrylic acid (AA) and acrylamide (AM) (Junsei, Japan) with a 

total content of 10 wt% and 0.5 wt% benzyl alcohol were added in distilled water. 

Pre-treated PDMS sheets were dipped in the aqueous mixture for 30 minutes and 

dried at 40°C for 5 minutes. A second plasma treatment was applied for 3 minutes, 

and the PDMSs were finally washed with distilled water. After overnight drying, 

modified PDMS sheets were used for characterization and alginate microcapsule 

attachment. 

 

5.2.4. Contact angle and zeta potential measurement 

 

The contact angle of the modified PDMS sheets was measured. Ten μl 

distilled water droplet was placed on the PDMS and the contact angle was 

determined by contact-angle measurement equipment (DSA-100, Kruss, Germany). 

The negative charge of modified PDMS surface was confirmed through zeta 

potential measurement using electrophoretic light scattering spectrophotometer 

(ELS-8000, Otsuka Electronics, Japan) in solutions with pH values of 2 (HCl 

solution), 7 (DI water), and 12 (NaOH solution). 

 

5.2.5. Alginate microcapsule attachment on PDMS 

 

Histoacryl® (TissueSeal, USA) was coated on modified PDMS. 
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Cellophane tape with a thickness of 20 μm was attached to the edge of 1×1 cm2 

PDMS sheet, and 5 µl of histoacryl was dropped on the sheet. Histoacryl droplet 

was uniformly coated on the sheets using polypropylene rod. This step was 

performed again after 5 minutes. Harvested alginate microcapsules were placed on 

the histoacryl coating. Non-attached alginate capsules were removed after 3 

minutes through thorough washing of saline containing 1.8 mM CaCl2. Alginate 

microcapsule-attached PDMS sheets were stored in saline with 1.8 mM CaCl2 at 

4°C. Microencapsulated NPCCs and freeze-dried alginate microcapsules were also 

attached in the same manner. 

 

5.2.6. Shear stress measurement 

 

Orbital shear stress was measured in order to predict the stability of 

alginate-capsule attached PDMS after transplantation. Capsule attached PDMS 

sheets were dipped in saline with 1.8 mM CaCl2 in petri dishes with a radius of 1.9 

cm. Shear force was applied by shaking incubator at 37°C under various shaking 

speeds. Orbital shear stress was measured by following equation [189]: 

 

    =  	   (2  )
 																																																																																																(5 − 1)       

 

Where: 

a- orbital radius of petri dish [cm] 

ρ- density of saline with 1.8 mM CaCl2 at 37°C [g/ml] 

η- viscosity of saline with 1.8 mM CaCl2 at 37°C [poise] 
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f- rotation speed of shaking incubator [rotation/s] 

 
The density and viscosity of saline adding 1.8 mM CaCl2 were 1.0010 

g/ml and 0.766 cp, and were measured using a densimeter (DA-130N, Kyoto 

Electronics, Kyoto, Japan) and rheometer (AG-R2, Bargal Analytical Instrument, 

Airport city, Israel), respectively. After 2 hours shaking, alginate capsule attached 

surface was observed by optical microscope.  

 

5.2.7. Prototype of 3-dimensional scaffold 

 

Thin PDMS film was prepared by spin-coating. Instead of hollow fiber, 

polyethylene tubing with 1 mm outer diameter (Intramedic tubing, Becton, 

Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) was used. Tubes were placed 

on the PDMS film in order and rolled. Tube protruded ends were covered with non-

solid PDMS and crosslinked for holding its spiral shape. By cutting both end, 

prototype of 3-dimensional structure was obtained (Figure 5-2). For cross-section 

observation, the structure was cut with thickness of several mm, and photos were 

taken. To check for leakage and fluent flow inside the tube, 1mM of neutral red 

was added as a red dye in distilled water and introduced into the structure by pump 

(Masterflex, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA). 
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Figure 5-2 Method to construct 3-dimensional scaffold structure. 
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5.3. Results and discussion 

 

5.3.1. Preparation of modified PDMS 

 

A two-step plasma treatment (TSPT) was applied for hydrophilic surface 

of PDMS (TSPT-PDMS) and a mixture of acrylic acid (AA) and acrylamide (AM) 

was used for surface charge stabilization. As AA ratio increased, PDMS surface 

had a lower contact angle (Figure 5-3), which means that AA determined the 

hydrophilicity of the PDMS surface. 

 
In previous researches, encapsulated islets transplanted in the patients 

maintained their function [69, 158]. Microencapsulation could be the efficient skill 

for both immune protection and good mass transfer by diffusion. However, 

immediate and perfect retrieval of transplanted islets should be ensured if graft 

rejection occurs. Fixing microencapsulated islets on biocompatible sheet would be 

one of the solutions by preventing microcapsule dispersion in the body. Here, 

PDMS was chosen as capsule attaching sheet. PDMS is one of the materials widely 

used in vivo for cell and drug delivery [19, 56, 190, 191] and strong enough to bear 

physical pressure. Moreover, non-degradable property ensured long-term support 

of delivered materials. However, we need additional PDMS treatment for capsule 

attachment due to its hydrophobic surface. Most important point in this treatment 

was the usage of minimal amount of non-toxic chemicals, which may reduce 

toxicity to both encapsulated islets and the recipients. In this reason, TSPT was  
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Figure 5-3 Contact angle after stabilization of PDMS surface by various molar 

ratios of acrylamide (AM) and acrylic acid (AA) solution. A lower contact angle 

indicates higher hydrophilicity. 
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selected for hydrophilic modification of PDMS surface. Particularly, modified 

surface were negatively charged, shown in Figure 5-4, which was needed to 

introduce negatively charged surface to facilitate the initiation of histoacryl 

polymerization. Zeta potential value decreased to the negative value at higher pH 

of dipped solution, which confirmed negatively charged hydrophilic surface. The 

surface property was maintained for several months after storing at 4°C in saline 

with 1.8 mM CaCl2. 

 

5.3.2. Effect of AA:AM ratio on histoacryl coating and 

microcapsule attachment 

 

Histoacryl was coated on TSPT-PDMS as an adhesive. Uniform coating of 

histoacryl was important for monolayer adhesion of alginate microcapsules. 

However, TSPT-PDMS stabilized with 1:1 and 1:5 AM:AA solution made 

histoacryl only a droplet shape. When the AA portion increased higher than 5 times 

that of AM, a 20-µm-thick even coating of histoacryl was obtained (data not 

shown). As to the next step, three types of TSPT-PDMS stabilized with a solution 

AM:AA ratios of 1:7, 1:9, and 1:10 were prepared and alginate microcapsules were 

attached, shown in Figure 5-5(a). Increasing the portion of AA, the number of 

attached microcapsules was increased and least empty space remained (Figure 5-

5(b)). Approximately 14 capsules/mm2 were attached and evenly dispersed on the 

PDMS with the 10:1 of AA:AM stabilization. 
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Figure 5-4 Zeta potential of modified PDMS stabilized by acrylamide and acrylic 

acid with a ratio of 1:10 (AM:AA=1:10). 
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Histoacryl is a cyanoacrylate glue that can form covalent bonds with 

carboxylic groups of alginate. However, excellent bond strength can only be 

obtained if the alginate is dry. In humid environments such as alginate hydrogels, 

absorbed water disturbs covalent bond formation between histoacryl and alginate. 

In this experiment, histoacryl may have acted as a mucoadhesive [192]. After 

penetrating histoacryl (as a mucoadhesive) into the alginate microcapsule network 

(as a mucus gel), it could formed a secondary chemical bond with water. To 

identify the bonding mechanism, normal alginate hydrogel microcapsules and 

freeze-dried alginate microcapsules were attached to TSPT-PDMS by histoacryl. 

After shaking and washing of the construct in distilled water, most dried capsules 

were detached whereas most moist alginate beads remained on the PDMS surface 

(Table 5-1). Also, dried capsules were aggregated by histoacryl, which indicates 

that histoacryl directly bonded with alginate. However, this bonding may have only 

a minor effect on alginate microcapsule attachment. 

 

5.3.3. Alginate capsule attachment on modified PDMS 

 

The important issue of alginate microcapsule attachment on PDMS is the 

enough exposure of microcapsules embedded in the adhesive layer. Additionally, 

monolayer attachment of microcapsules is necessary to maintain good mass 

transfer properties. Contact angle of TSPT-PDMS was below 25° for histoacryl 

coating with thickness of approximately 20 µm, which is one tenth of the diameter 

of the microcapsule. Thus, TSPT-PDMS was prepared by stabilization with a 1:10 
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Figure 5-5 (a) Alginate capsule attachment on TSPT-PDMS stabilized with mixture 

of AM and AA (AM:AA). Scale bar: 200 µm. (b) Overall view after alginate 

microcapsule attachment on TSPT-PDMS treated with AM and AA with 1:10 ratio. 
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Table 5-1 Comparison of moist and freeze-dried alginate microcapsules attachment. 

The numbers indicate the number of capsules remained. 

 Moist capsules [ea] Freeze-dried capsules 

[ea] 

Immediately after capsule 

attachment 
16 16 

After shaking PDMS sheet 15 6 

After washing with distilled 

water 
15 0 
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of AM:AA solution, and histoacryl was spread on it. After coating twice of 

histoacryl, the attached alginate capsules were observed by optical microscopy 

(Figure 5-6(c)). Most of the PDMS surface was covered with microcapsules. A 

faint round shape indicates the surface of alginate microcapsules and the bright 

regions inside the capsules indicate direct contact of alginate capsules and PDMS 

whereas dark regions represent the opaque, polymerized part of histoacryl on the 

PDMS surface, explained in Figure 5-6(a). Cross-sections of alginate 

microcapsules attached to TSPT-PDMS revealed that most of the microcapsules 

maintained their spherical shape and attached in a half-buried and half-exposed 

state (Figure 5-6(b)). 

 
Conformably encapsulated NPCCs adhered on TSPT-PDMS through the 

same method (Figure 5-7), and the encapsulated NPCCs were attached without 

overlapping as a multilayer. In particular, the PDMS surface was rarely exposed 

and dense adhesion was observed, even if compared to the other results [108]. 

More uniform size distribution of the microcapsules may provide better adhesion. 

 

5.3.4. Shear stress resistance 

 

Shear stress was applied on alginate capsule attached on the surface. 

Conformational change of the alginate microcapsules were observed after 2 hours 

shaking at high speed. At a speed of 100 rpm (5.6 dyne/cm2), every microcapsule 

maintained their spherical shapes, whereas several capsules started to distort at 150 

rpm (10.4 dyne/cm2). Spherical shapes cannot be distinguished at 200 rpm 
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Figure 5-6 (a) Schematic representation of alginate capsule-attached PDMS sheet. 

(b) Cross-section and (c) top view of capsule-attached PDMS sheet. Scale bars in 

figures represent 200 µm. 
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Figure 5-7 Conformably encapsulated NPCCs on TSPT-PDMS. All pancreatic 

islets maintained their shape and stayed in the alginate capsule. 
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(15.9 dyne/cm2) (Figure 5-8). Three days of rotational shaking of capsule attached 

PDMS sheet at 150 rpm showed that less than 5 % of alginate microcapsules were 

distorted compare to capsules before shaking. Although some distortion was 

observed, most of attached capsules remained on the PDMS sheets (Figure 5-9). 

 
Most important issue of alginate microcapsule attached on PDMS sheet is 

stabilization of the attached capsules. Microcapsule adhesion should endure 

mechanical stress in the transplantation site and thus allows the microencapsulated 

islets to be held tightly on the sheet. Rotational shear stress was applied to 

determine indirectly whether attached capsules bear the stress in vivo. Capsule 

attached on PDMS was incubated in a shaking incubator and rotational speed was 

altered for different strength of stresses. Shaking at more than 150 rpm distorted 

alginate capsules but no detachment were observed. Since the physiological shear 

stress was approximately 10 dyne/cm2 [193, 194], adhesion strength of histoacryl 

here was sufficient to hold the microcapsules on the sheet. Furthermore, it was 

already confirmed that cyanoacrylate glue and hydrogel is enough to endure shear 

stress in the body [195], so that strength enhancement of alginate microcapsules 

themselves may assure more stable structure. Formation of polycation-coated 

alginate microcapsules such as APA or ACA [16, 69, 84, 196] and chemically 

conjugated microcapsules [86, 197] can reduce the distortion of microcapsules and 

keep encapsulated islets securely after transplantation. 
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Figure 5-8 Attached alginate microcapsules after 2 hours rotational shaking at (a) 

100 rpm (5.6 dyne/cm2), (b) 150 rpm (10.4 dyne/cm2), and (c) 200 rpm (15.9 

dyne/cm2). Scale bar: 500 μm 
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Figure 5-9 Attached alginate capsules (d) before and (e) after shaking at 150 rpm 

for 3 days. Scale bar: 500 μm. 
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5.3.5. Suggestion of 3-dimensional bio-artificial pancreas 

(3DBAP) 

 

Attachment of conformably encapsulated islets on the biocompatible sheet 

can support good mass transfer and retrievability. However, more than 10,000 

IEQ/kg of encapsulated NPCCs or APIs are needed for blood glucose correction, 

which requires huge surface area of PDMS sheet for monolayer attachment of 

encapsulated islets, more than 130 cm2 for a 60 kg patient. Large area is 

mechanically unstable due to very thin thickness of sheet caused by monolayer 

arrangement. Dividing sheet into several pieces and transplanting them to different 

site should give the following advantages; (1) easy to transplant small volume of 

structure although the surgery should be repeated several times; (2) transplantation 

site does not have to be wide enough to transplant whole structure and divided 

structured can be grafted to various sites simultaneously; (3) number of structure 

for graft can be decided according to the patients insulin dependency, which shows 

the possibility of structure transplantation on type 2 patients by grafting only one or 

two structures; (4) only graft failed structure can be removed whereas others 

functions well, and only part of islets can be exchanged. Still, mechanical stability 

of this sheet-form structure was not considered. 

 
Three-dimensional structure is good for mechanical stability, but oxygen 

and nutrient delivery by diffusion become the biggest problem. Thus, we suggested 

hollow fiber introducing 3-D structure (Figure 5-2). Compact spiral structure can 
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be obtained by rolling microcapsules attached sheet (Figure 5-10). For volume 

reduction, PDMS thin film was used instead of 1 mm thickness PDMS sheet. No 

leakage and no structure bursting were observed when 10 to 400 ml/min of 

aqueous flow was introduced, and this speed is the maximum speed of 

hemodialysis device (Figure 5-11).  

 
There is another report about bioartificial pancreas using hollow fiber, 

which is similar to our structure (Table 5-2) [198]. In this case, islet was injected 

inside the device so that monolayer distribution was not guaranteed. Also, injected 

islets may have movement inside the device, which may cause islet cell 

dissociation by mechanical stress and acceleration of islet death. Instead, our 

structure hold encapsulated islets tightly so that retrievability would be better than 

the previous device.  

 
3D-BAP can be applied not only for transplantation to the recipients for 

glucose correction but also for ex vivo blood glucose control. However, in vivo 

blood perfusion through 3D-BAP should consider coagulation due to low blood 

flow rate [199]. Conjugation of heparin or endothelial cell coating inside the 

hollow fiber would be helpful to prevent blood clotting [200]. Another way is 

revascularization induction instead of hollow fiber insertion. Since mechanical 

stability was made up by 3-dimensional structure, other biodegradable materials 

such as collagen, PLGA, and PCL can replace PDMS and histoacryl. Angiogenic 

factor conjugated polymer sheet would not only introduce blood vessels inside the 

3D-BAP but also provide enough space for blood vessel to fill up by degradation. 
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As for ex vivo application, 3D-BAP can be combined with hemodialysis process for 

patients suffering both diabetes and nephrosis. Since 3D-BAP is strong enough to 

resist fast flow rate similar to hemodialysis, simple connection of both ends of 3D-

BAP is possible. Moreover, this device is easily applied in hospital because 

hemodialysis pump can be used for perfusion inside the 3D-BAP also. Thus, urgent 

and continuous blood sugar controlling without hypoglycemic shock would be 

expected for patient during surgery and other hospital cares.  
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Figure 5-10 (a) Three-dimensional structure by rolling PDMS film with 

polyethylene tubing. (b) Cross-section of 3-D structure. Round open circle is 

tubing and PDMS filled around the tubing. 
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Figure 5-11 (a) container diagram for flow and leakage test of 3D-BAP (b) photo of 

3D-BAP container and connection with pump 
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Table 5-2 Comparison between previous structure and 3D-BAP 
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5.4. Conclusion 

 

Attachment of alginate microcapsules and conformably encapsulated 

NPCCs on TSPT-PDMS were investigated for easy retrieval and good mass 

transfer through the alginate membrane. PDMS surface was modified into 

negatively charged hydrophilic surface by two-step plasma treatment (TSPT). 

Stabilizing solution was prepared using mixture of acrylic acid (AA) and 

acrylamide (AM) and higher portion of AA increased hydrophilicity of the surface. 

AA concentration more than 7 times higher than AM provided uniform histoacryl 

coating and monolayer attachment of microcapsules and encapsulated NPCCs with 

half buried and half exposed state. Physiological shear mimetic stress in vitro 

distorted parts of capsules but no detachment of capsules were observed. Through 

this structure, microencapsulated islets may not be dispersed inside the 

transplantation site, which facilitates retrieval of encapsulated islets more perfectly 

if graft failure occurs. Moreover, 3-dimensional bio-artificial pancreas (3D-BAP) 

was suggested by rolling encapsulated islet attached on PDMS film with hollow 

fiber. Further functional test of encapsulated islet attached structure and islet 

inserted 3D-BAP will be performed to confirm the feasibility of 3D-BAP 

application in vivo and ex vivo. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6. 

Overall discussion and recommendation 
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In this research, encapsulation of porcine pancreatic islets has been 

investigated for successful transplantion and blood glucose correction in human 

recipient. Porcine neonatal and adult islets (NPCCs and APIs) were isolated and 

prepared as donor cells, so that extravascular transplantation has been considered 

for safety and retrievability of islet transplantation therapy. Through building 

barrier around islets, direct contact of host cells and antibodies with porcine islets 

and increment of graft success had been considered. 

 
Microencapsulation of porcine pancreatic islets using alginate has shown 

good results for islet protection and immune response minimization. However, 

biocompatible barrier itself reduces the diffusivity of nutrient including glucose 

and oxygen and causes islet death, especially islet core cell death. Conformal 

encapsulation was performed by minimizing the amount of encapsulation material. 

Capsule size optimization was first obtained by controlling conditions of 

aerodynamic encapsulator and capsules having 200 μm of average diameter were 

obtained. No protrusions of both NPCCs and APIs after encapsulation were 

observed. Viability and glucose stimulated insulin secretion (SI) of conformably 

encapsulated islet is significantly higher than non-encapsulated and largely 

encapsulated islets. 

 
Conformal encapsulation of porcine islet using alginate is possible, but 

sufficient amount of alginate solution for islet suspension is needed as not to make 

protruded islet capsules, which caused empty alginate capsule production. 

Transplantation of encapsulated product without empty capsule separation 
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increases total transplantation volume, and it is very difficult to find suitable site to 

transplant several ml of volume of product. Magnetic nanopaticle has been used 

widely not only for selecting adequate cells from various cell types but also for 

picking encapsulated islets from encapsulation product. In this research, no 

modification onto islet was applied so that density-gradient centrifugation method 

was adapted. At first, density difference of empty alginate capsules and NPCCs 

were confirmed. Then, percoll density was optimized for islet loss minimization 

and remaining empty capsules less than 10 %. Yield of encapsulated NPCC was 

about 90 % whereas maximum yield of encapsulated API was 60 %. Uniformity of 

islet size distribution and shape would give higher yield in empty capsule 

separation process. 

 
Conformably encapsulated islets after empty capsule separation usually 

transplanted at peritoneal cavity of diabetes model, retrieval of islets after 

transplantation is almost impossible. If considering islet implant to human, xeno-

islets should be removed quickly and perfectly when graft failure occurs. Thus, the 

structure having both characteristics of good mass transfer and easy retrievability 

was designed. Hydrophillic surface of PDMS was first developed by two-step 

plasma treatment (TSPT) and histoacryl was coated uniformly. Alginate 

microcapsules and encapsulated NPCCs were attached on it, and the capsules were 

attached with monolayer and least gaps between capsules, finally half-buried and 

half-exposed attachment were obtained. This structure was rolled and spiral shaped 

3-dimensional bio-artificial pancreas (3D-BAP) was suggested. Better mass 

transfer and insulin secretion are expected compared to the previous reported 
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device containing hollow fibers. 3D-BAP can be applied not only to transplantation 

scaffold but also to stable blood glucose level correction of diabetes patients ex 

vivo. 

 
In conclusion, conformal microencapsulation of porcine pancreatic islet 

using biocompatible alginate has been demonstrated and capsule attachment device 

was proposed. The investigation focused on safety, stability, reproducibility, and 

retrievability issues because porcine islets were used as source of insulin secreting 

cell. Whole encapsulation was divided into 2 steps; conformal microencapsulation 

and empty capsule separation. Islets were individually covered with alginate layer 

without protrusion and showed significantly improved viability and insulin 

secretion compare to non-encapsulated islets in vitro. Empty capsules were 

removed by density gradient centrifugation without any modification on islets. 

Yield of the whole process was 70-80 % on average. 

 
In this research, we can suggest several recommendations to improve 

encapsulation process and BAP property. Conformal microencapsulation of islets 

using alginate is possible through aerodynamic encapsulator. However, 2-step 

procedure, microencapsulation and empty capsule separation, has been adapted and 

loss of islets is approximately 30 % in case of NPCCs during whole procedure. 

Single-step procedure may lower islet loss as well as stresses on islets during the 

procedure. Microfluidic technology has been suggested for precise control of 

encapsulation. Encapsulator mimetic structure was also reported [113, 114]. In 

particular, droplet generating encapsulation controlled by valve [169] may perform 
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conformal encapsulation since the flow of islet and alginate mixture moves back 

and forth of the valve and the volume of alginate could be adjusted. 

 
Another factor improvement for better conformal encapsulation and 

higher islet yield is uniformity of islet size and shape. Since conformal 

encapsulation technique is covering biocompatible capsules whose sizes are similar 

to the islets’ size, encapsulation quality greatly affect islet conformation. Uniform 

conformation of islet results even quality of encapsulated islets. This hypothesis is 

applied to PEGylation [21, 93] and layer-by-layer [94, 95] technology as well as 

conformal encapsulation using alginate [24, 71]. Similar sized islets and similar 

amount of extra-cellular matrices of islets induces even polymer grafting. NPCC 

shape can be made more spherical by changing culture method [71], although part 

of the islet cells were dissociated. Islet dissociation and re-agreegation in specific 

size of microwalls [119, 120] resulted equal sized islets, but decrement of islet 

viability and function were observed. Thus, islet sorting by size sieving [201] and 

individual encapsulation would be more feasible way to better encapsulation. At 

the previous trial, mouse islets were separated by size with a range of 50 μm, 

whose range is adaptable to make uniform conformal encapsulation using our 

system. Sorted islets had no damage, but this method would be suitable for NPCCs 

than APIs since mechanical stress always existed during size sieving. 

 
In vitro assessment after encapsulation process and before transplantation 

would give insight of functional feasibility of islets in vivo. In particular, islet 

viability, insulin secretion capacity, and capsule stability can be evaluated by 
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mimicking in vivo conditions. Since transplanted islets were expected to keep their 

functions more than a year, incubation of encapsulated islets under harsh condition 

might assure the long-term stability. Continuous shaking gave mechanical stress to 

capsule surface and checking polymer properties after shaking had been performed 

[189, 202]. Chemical stability of alginate was checked under chelating chemical 

[70, 203], acidic pH [204], and concentrated human serum. In both cases, 

permeability and surface charge should be confirmed for immunoprotection and 

biocompatibility of polymer [115, 203, 205]. However, these in vitro results were 

not correlated directly with functional duration of encapsulated islets. Calcium 

alginate microbeads were easily solubilized in citrate included media [70, 206], but 

its morphology was maintained for several months in renal capsules until 

encapsulated islets lost their insulin secretion ability [158]. In vitro evaluation tool 

would be useful to compare relative stability of encapsulation and to optimize 

conditions for the best encapsulation product. 

 
Porcine islet transplantation has been considered as promising therapy of 

type 1 and severe type 2 diabetes due to its availability of mass supply of insulin 

secreting islets and the ease of engineering. Thus, encapsulation process to 

entrapped more than a million of porcine islets should be prepared. Process 

uniformity of islet isolation and encapsulation, process scaling-up, data 

accumulation by repeating process, and lowering the material cost would support 

the mass production strategy.
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 문 초  

 

당뇨  고 당으   사 의 일종으 , 다양한 

에 합 을 유 시킨다. 일 적으  당을 낮춰주  인 의 

비가 가 하거나 비량 족, 인  저항  가 등으  인해 

당뇨가 유 다. 특히 제 1  당뇨  심각한 2  당뇨 자  인  

주사가 필 적이다. 그러나 인  주사  자에게 저 당 쇼크  

야 하고 이  인한 사망에  이 게 할  있다. 그 안으  

고 당과 저 당을 동시에 조절할  있  췌  포 이식 이 

었다. 사람 췌 의 제한적인 공 으  인해 연 자들은 다  

동물을 췌  공 으  사 하 고, 이종 췌  이식이 연 고 있다. 

이종 이식은 역 거 응이 가장 큰 문제점이 , 이  일차적으  

하  위하여 췌  피 하고 있다. 본 연 에  신생 돼 췌  

(NPCC)  체 돼 췌  (API)  알 산으  피 하여 췌  포의 

족  역 응 문제  해결하고자 하 으 , 피  췌  착한 

장치  개 하 고. 최종적으  이러한 들을 탕으  한 3차  

인공췌장의 가 을 제시하 다.  

 

췌  피 가 이루어  , 췌  단  산에 의해  포 당, 

산  등의 양  공 을  있으므 , 피 의 께  췌 의 

생존에 향을 미친다. 등각피  해 췌  주 에 얇은 을 

하  것으  역 응 억제  물  전달  향상을 할  있다. 



 

 

신생 돼 췌  체 돼 췌   알 산으  등각피  

행하 으 , 췌 가 피   출  않음을 인하 다. 

피 하  않은 췌    피 을 가  췌  비 하 을 에 

태 유 , 생존   인  비 에  탁 한 과  보 다. 

 

알 산을 이 한 등각피  행할 에  충 한 양의 알 산 

내에  췌 가 균일하게 산 어야 하므  상당량의 알 산이 필 하고, 

알 산 공피 이 필연적으  생한다. 췌  공피 의 차이  

이 하여 심 을 해 공피 을 제거하 다.   

액으  퍼콜을 이 하 으 , 공피 을 10% 이하  유 하  

피  췌 의 득율을 높이  위하여 퍼콜의  최적 하 다. 

피  신생 돼 췌  평균적으  90%, 피  체 돼 췌  

최  60%의 득율을 보 다. 미경으  접 피  췌  고  

동 식과 비 하 을 에  비 한 7일 생존 을 보 다. 

 

공피 이 제거  등각피  췌  이식할 경 에 췌 가 체내에 

흩어 , 크 가 작아 학 췌  가 가 해 다. 특히, 본 

연 에  이종 췌  사 하므  이식 실패시 이종 췌 의 

각적이고 한  드시 행 어야 한다. 이  위하여, 

등각피 의 물  전달 은 유 하  체내 이식   이하게 

하  조  개 하 다. PDMS의 을 친 으  한  

접착제인 히 아크 을 코팅하고 그 위에 알 산 미 피  또  



 

 

피  췌  고정 함으  췌 가 이식 에  흩어  않고 

자  유 할  있  하 으 , 의 이 히 아크  으  

드러난 것을 인하 다. 특히, 접착 에  피  사이에 남  공간이 

거의 없  것을 인하 으 , 필 한 공간을 최 하  단일층으  

PDMS 위에 접착  것을 인하 다. 이러한 조  공 유  함께 

아  3차  조  드  식의 3차  이  인공췌장 (3D-

BAP)을 제안하 다. 3차  이  인공췌장은 이식 으  사   

있을 뿐 아 라 체 에  응 당뇨 자  인 당뇨 자  위한 

당조절장치  사 이 가 하다. 

 

본 연 에  이종이식의 안전 , 안정 , 이   피  

공정의 재 을 높이고자 하 다.  단계에 걸친 공정을 해 

생체적합  알 산으  피  신생  체 돼 췌  생산하 으 , 

생체 에 의 췌  생존 , 인  비 , 장 간 유 을 

인하 다. 그 고 이식  한  위해 이식  장치  

제안하 다. 추가적인 동물 실험을 해    검사  행하여 

이종 췌 의 이식 가 을 높일  있을 것이다. 

……………………………………………………… 

주  어  : 미 피 , 돼  췌 , 췌  등각피 , 공피 제거, 

이 인공췌장 

학      : 2009-30944 
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